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It is proposed to study the detailed and general ecology of the intertidal 
region in Tasmania. It is hoped to obtain the general picture through the detailed 
study of several localities and by a study of the physical environment when such 
data are available for the locality under examination. 
This paper is the first of a series on the intertidal ecology of the South of 
Tasmania. It is intended to extend the work to the North and othl~r coasts at a 
later date. 
PART I.-INTRODUCTION 
(aJ Short Riston} of Littornl Ec%m/in .41.wtralia. 
Scientists have been attracted to the littoral region in Australia by the 
diversity and, in places, the extreme richness of the fauna. Hedley (1915) refers 
to this aspect of littoral conditions saying 'in species and individuals the local 
fauna is extremely rich, pl'obably more so than in any marine arca in the 
temperate zone of the Northern Hemisphere '. Whitelegge as early as 1889 
listed 213G spccies of the marine invertebrate fauna of Port Jackson (Whitelegge, 
1889). Since then many species have been added to this list. This total compares 
very favourably with the Plymouth area, where over 2500 species, exelusivE~ of 
parasites, were recorded (Marine Biological Association, 1931). This latter area 
has been more intensively studied than the Port .Jackson area, especially as 
regards the smaller animals, and when knowledge of thc Port .Jackson area has 
rcaehed a similar stage there will almost certainly be many more species than 
tLe Plymouth total. 
In view of this very rich fauna a considerable amount of taxonomie study 
ha,; been devoted to the littoral forms. A list of all the papers published on this 
topic would he inelevant to this work, but some of thc more important papers 
are given by Dakin, Bennett and Pope (1:)48). The littoral area around Sydney 
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has been particularly rigorously searched. by taxonomists and it is little 'wonder 
that Dakin, Bennett and Pope (lac. cit.) expressed surprise at the fact that so 
little interest had been taken in the communities of the littoral region. Until 
recently only sporadic efforts to study these communities had been made. 
In Australia, with the exception of the F.l.S. 'Endeavour' and CronuHa 
Station, there have never been permanent stations established with marine zoology 
as their sole occupation. Marine zoology has been a feature at Sydney University 
in recent years, but most of the marine research work has been carried out by 
individuals using University, Museum or private facilities. This situation must 
be compared with that in the North-East Pacific where there have been numerous 
stations operating over a considerable period of time. The Californi~n Academy 
of Sciences was established in 1853 but did not undertake marine work for some 
years. Stanford established the John Hopkins Marine Laboratory in 1891, the 
Universities of California and Washington opened marine laboratories in 1901 
a~d i909 respectively, while the University of British Columbia has been associated 
with the Pacific Biological Station for a number of years. These and other 
institutions have all been concerned with the various aspects of marine ecology, 
taxonomy and hydrology. Fraser (1942) gives a summary of the history of 
marine zoology on the Pacific coasts of Canada and America. In view of the 
uniqueness of the Australian marine fauna, its geographical extent and its 
richness, especially on the Barrier Reef and associated islands, it is to be deplored 
that no permanant marine stations have been set up in this country. 
In Australia one of the first papers published as an ecological study was that 
of Tenison-Woods (1880). This paper was largely concerned with the Mollusca 
and discussed the range of various species. There was little of general ecological 
interest contained therein. Hedley (1915) described the ecology of the Sydney 
beaches. This was the first attempt to discuss the ecology of anyone area. 
Of necessity, much detail was left out of this general account but it was a 
stimulating introduction. However, many years elapsed before other workers 
turned their attention to the area. Johnston about the same time was working 
on the ecology of Caloundra in Queensland and this region has been ignored since 
his paper was published (Johnston, 1917). The Great Barrier Reef Committee 
Reports contain little of direct ecological interest. Several publications of the 
Great Barrier Reef Expedition of the British Museum in 1929-30 are of ecological' 
interest, notably those of Manton (1935), Stephenson and others (1931), Otter 
(1937), Yonge (1940), Marshall and Orr (1931) and Yonge and Nicholls (1931). 
It was not until 1943 that the Sydney area again received attention when 
Pope (1943) instituted a survey of the animal communities of Long Beach. This 
time the interest in littoral ecology was much more sustained and Dakin, Bennett 
and Pope (1948) considered the salient ecological features of the coast of New 
South Wales. 
The only other State where active ecological work has been proceeding is 
South Australia. Here the littoral algal communities of Kangaroo Island have 
been studied by Womersley (1946a, 194Gb, 1947, 1948). Edmonds (1948) has 
described the distribution of animal species in the same locality. 
(b) The Status of Mar-ine Zoology in Ta,smania 
In the past marine zoology in Tasmania has suffered from neglect to a far 
greater degree than in other States. General zoology in Tasmania has also 
been generally neglected. A review of the contributions of the members of the 
Royal Society of Tasmania, has been published by Somerville (1943). The present 
status of general zoology has been described by Plomley (1949). 
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In Ta~~nlania ll1arine studies 
1) Taxonomic and (2) Ecologic-a!. 
may be considen:d undpl' two mam heads 
The former of these may be further divided 
into tile su b-littol'al or dredged and the littoral studies, 
The: dredging ha:, been condne-ted by both expeditions and individuals, The 
lTI00t irnpol'tant of these expe{~ition:~ aye the' Challenge'!'" (Bass Straits); • AJert' 
',Bass Straits); Austl'alian Antan,lic Expedition, un 1-14 (off Maria Island); 
,; Endeavour J (in Bass Straits and nff the r:ast Coast). Individuals have condueted 
nUl11E'l'Ol1S dredging expeditious and the: l'E:sults of these trips arc scattered in 
~\~Cl.ri()us juul'na1s, j\ ,g'reat lllany of t.hcJ earlier expeditions \·vere not properly 
l'ecol'ded and spec-ies described f},(Hn these are sirnply rnentioned as being found 
in TaS111aniao The \vol'k of llas\vell (1882) contains llH1ny Tasrnanian rcfeecnces 
a:nd the \vorks oJ l)endy on sponges, contain several Tasrnanian records, as does 
that of Lendl'nfeld (1889). lVfcl'C' recent actditiol1S to t.hE' nlarine fa, una are to 
found in Briggs (lDI4); Tweedie (lH41) ,F'lynn (HilS), Shaw 11927), Clarke 
lf14IJ), Guiler (HJ48), and othel's. The fishes are fully desCl'i bed in various 
\vurks and aye listed in Lord and Scott (1924). 
Taxollomic work on the littontl fauna has been virtually neglected in Tasmania. 
Hickman (1948) clesCl'ibes Lhe biul0g:.' of littond spidel's, while May (1£)21, HJ23) 
desnibes the )lo11usca of Ta~mania with scant noV,s as to habitat of each species, 
Very few other phyla have been melltioned and one i", forced to attempt identi-
fication f],()]l1 literature l'(,fCT1'ing to lTJainland forms OJ' to describe the species 
berore any work of ecolog'ic.aJ value can 1>e undeltal<en. Apart from the two 
rcferencE's mentioned in this COlltc-xt then' has never been any attempt to 
sYRtematically collect l'cIll'eSentatives of one phylum and to produce a dC'tailed 
deseriptive wOl'k on those species. 
This lack of interest in the littOl'al fauna is pl'obaLly due to the povelty of 
that fauna eompared 'with the richness to be found at Sydney. The lowel' tidal 
zones of the shorr,s are l'idwl' in forms that the upper zones, but there is difiieulty 
in collecting in these zones due to the behaviou l' of the tides. 
With such little attention having been paid to the littoral region in Tasmania 
it is thel'dol'e not surpl'ising that no work has beE'n attempted on the ('eology of 
the intertidal region. 
(,) Scope of the P)'('s(, 111 vVo)'k 
The present wOI'k has heen nndertakenwith a view to establishing some of 
the hasic ccologleal features of the Tasmanian littol'al region. In the initial 
stages it is intended to concentrate on the shores of the South of the island. 
The salient features of the other parts of the island will be examined for 
comparison with those noted in the South. It is to be: observed that the South 
furnishes examples of (:xposed l'ocl,y coasts, various degrees of sheltered rocky 
coasts, sandy iwach, mud, surf heaches, storm beaches and seveJ'al lagoons. 
TJ1('re al'e abo two large rivers, the Derwent and the Huon, with nunwrous 
small streams, In the 1l10l'e ddaij"d work it is intended to concentrate on the 
Derwent estuary, D'Entl'ecasteaux Channel and Fl'ecieJ:ick Henry Bay areas. 
PART IL--LITEHATURE 
In this l'eVH'W it is proposed to consider A,lIstJ'alian works refeITing to 
marine ecology, and the rdevant ovel'seas litel'atlll'() on littoral eeology will be 
included in discussions of the various topics in this work. 
The litel'atun' shows the evolution of littOl'ai eeoJo1"y in A,ustralia. Ecological 
wOl'k has been of a very sporadic nature, but then' is certain evidencE' that the 
present interrcst in this phase of tnal'ine biology will he maintained. The dates 
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of publication of the various papers on littoral ecology, 1880, 1915, In17, ]981., 
1943, ] 946, 1947 and 1948, illustrate the fiuetations of interest. The many 
Scientific Reports of the f~l"eat Barrier Reef Expedition contain much of ecological 
interest, those of Manton and Stephenson (1935) and Stephenson, Stephenson, 
Tandy and Spender (U181) bping primarily eoncernpd with ecology. 
The first paper on littoral ecology in Australia by Tenison-Woods (1880) 
was of a very general nature and could have stimulated other workers to turn 
their attention to the study of the littoral region. The Mollusca dominated the 
paper and the author was concerned mainly with their distribution over a large 
area. The paper represents the tentative suggestions of a taxonomist, in this 
case a eonchologist, who has become interested in the biotic relationships of the 
animals with which he has worked. Due to the then prevalent lack of knowledge 
of the physical environment, Tenison-Woods was only able to indicate the 
geographical range, habits and food of a number of species. 
The study of littoral ecology was canied a stage further when Hedley (1915) 
applied the widening knowledge of the physical environment to the littoral area. 
The application was uncertain in naturE' and little consideration was given to 
the effect of the physical factors forming the environment. The bulk of the 
paper is devoted to the habitats and the habits of the forms found there. 
Johnston (1917) described the habitats encountered at Caloundra and the 
forms inhabiting them, but gave no consideration to the physical environment. 
In the studies of Pope (1948) the evolution of littoral ecology proceeded a 
step further in the form of a detailed study of the plant and animal communities 
of one limited area in the Sydney region. This paper represents the same stag'e, 
as do the Barrier Reef Expedition Reports mentioned above. 
Dakin, Bennett and Pope (1948) extended this work to cover the features 
of a large area of coast and analysed the physical and biological features 
encountered. With a large team of workers this and the pl'eceding stage can 
be carried out simultaneously. 
Womersley (1946a and 1946b) considered the ecology of individual species 
of algae in a restricted area. His general accounts of the algal ecology of the 
area appeared in ]947 and 1948. Edmonds (1948) correlated the animals of the 
same area with the plant communities. 
It must be stressed that, although one or more of these stages may be omitted, 
it is essential before attaeking a specific problem to have a general knowledge 
of the major ecological features of the I'egion in which the pl"Oblem is being 
eonsidered. 
In the future, work of this nature lies in furthering oUl' knowledge of general 
littoral conditions in Australia and in the study of the ecology of species and 
how they are built up into communities. 
DETAILED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
(a) On SO'llL!! of the Littoml lVlruinc Panna of N.g. AI18tmiia 
Tenison-Woods. J. Eo Proe. Linn. Soc., N.S.W .. , Vol. 1, 1880, pp. 10ti-121 
The' author is primarily concernecl with the mollusca and the survey covers 
the m'ea hetween Trinity Bay and the Endeavour River. The author does not 
give any details of the physical environment. In this l'espect the paper may be 
severely criticised, but allowance must be made for the very undeveloped state 
of ecology at that time. Since thE~ publication of- this paper, Sumner and others 
(1914) have ~tated 'any investigation not based on a knowledge of physieal data 
may be dismissed as flltile'. The paper, however, contains a wealth of observations 
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on the habitats of various mollusean species and notes as to the geographic range 
of certain species. The author recognises three faunal types of coast, namely, 
eoral reef, mangrove swamp and exposed rocky coast. His account contains little 
more than a list of the shells to be found on the coral reef areas while the 
ITlangJ'ove swamps are also dealt with very briefly. The rocky coast has been 
studied more closely and the paper contains several references to the range and 
variations of some Tasmanian littoral species. In all tl1l'ce descriptions of faunal 
types of shore these arc the notes of the keen observer on habits, food and enemies 
of varioLls s pccies. 
(/J) An Ecological Sketch of the Sydney Beaches 
Hedley, C. Proc. Roy. Soc., N.S.W., 4B, 1915, pp. 15-77 
The author notes the physical environment as being composed of the following 
factors nature of floor, temperature of air 'Ind sea, salinity and purity 
of the sea, tides and ClU'rents. The monthly averages of sea temperatures from 
1881-90 are giv(en. The author considered them too 1'estricted to be of any great. 
value. He further points out that, compared with overseas, the temperatures are 
fairly constant, varying from 75'5' F. on 15th and 20th January, 1887, to a 
rninimum of 50·1' F. in July of the same year, a variation of 25·4° F. This 
comparison is difficult to substantiate, as the figures for Plymouth as quoted by 
Hedley only show a variation of 14·8" F. The temperatures for the English 
Channel are given by Lumby (1985), who analysed records extending over 
25 years. The mean monthly temperature for March, IB08, is H'lSo C. and that 
fOT AugLlst is 15'75° C. These temperatures were taken in region 5. These 
figures, picked at random, show a much smaller 1'ange of variation than those 
given by Hedley. It is worth noting here that more valid figures for water 
temperatures are given by Dakin and Colefax (lH40). The station in this latter 
work was three to four miles off Sydney and the temperature range was found 
to be approximat.eJy 7" C. This is very siInilar to the figures given by Lumby 
(o}). cit.). 
Hedley points out tbat the N otonectian CUl'l'ent swings off-shore in winter 
and on-shore in summer. This results in the appearance in summer of animals 
used to warmer seas. He further considers that the critical time for littoral 
organisms is low water spring tides IL.vV.S.T.) on a winter night. 
The tidal data given were very meagre and very little was done to correlate 
the data with the effeets on the flora and fauna. This objection may be held for 
all the physical data given in the work. 
The flora and fauna of Sydney were compared in a numerieal sense with 
other places. The Mollusca replace the Crustacea as the dominant group, and the 
algae are poor and mOllotonom; in eompal'ison with the colder Northern Hemis-
phere seas. The migrations of the family LittoJ'inidae from sea to shore are 
diseussed and the zoning of this family in ascending order is given as Bemb'iciu,m 
I1lc/anostoflla; M e/urrt]!he acuti8}Jine; M. illffens; M. nwuriti,au,(/.; . Tectrtt·ilt.8 
pyra.midaiis; M. 8ca,bm. 
The shingle beach is recorded as having no flora 01' fauna, while the ocean 
sand beach has a small fauna. The latter is mostly of burrowing carnivores. 
The muddy estuary is discussed and notes on the flora and fauna are given 
with some references to the forms growing on the species of mangrove. Some 
little attention is also devoted to the zosteretum and the fauna inhabiting it, 
Lagoons which have been formed by the damming of streams by heavy storms 
aTe described. 
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The oeean reefs are most fully coven,d in the paper. The ~u]'f is staled to 
be more heavy than in Europe and a zonation is given. In descending order this 
is as follows :-Upper Zon!' with Tecta/'ius and j}fe!fu'a];lu! and Chtha.ma/1{S and 
Tctmciita.. A Median zone with Go/colo/'tu followed by a Lower CYlithiu zone. 
H ornwsiJ'a is present and Jorms a HOi'II/osil'c'f'llilJ,. The various animal>; inhabiting 
tIle reefs al'(~ described and Gu/eo/aria is noted as being intolerant of sand oj' mud. 
The Gitlcolal'1'[~ habitat for other animals is mentione.d. 
Mussel beds are noted as not forming an important part of' the shore fauna. 
Below tidal levels are the kelp beds. Thes!' aJ:c described in a v(-;ry general fashion 
and a few of the forms living' there are n'col'Clcd. 
As mentioned above, this papel' might well have stim.ulated further interest 
in the littoral regions not only around Sydney but also in other parts of Australia .. 
A possible reason for its not doing so lies in the tl'cmendolls taxonomic diJJ-ir:ulties 
encollntered in work of this nature .. 
(e) Ecological Note.s on the ji'a/.LJJn and Flo,u, ol Cu/mwc/I'U. (Jueeng{uilrl 
.Johnston, T. H. Queensland Naturalist II., 2, 1917, pp. 58-fi3 
The habitats aYe those recognised by Hedley (1915). The zones desC1'ihed 
as occllrring on the rocky coast are more llumerous than those m('nti,)l1('ci by Hedley .. 
The author deseribes live zom:s, the first three of which correspond to tl1e Upper 
zones of H(~dley, while the last cOlTesponds to the Lower zone of that author. 
The zones recognised are Teci;u.rius at th" t.op of the shore, followprl in deseending 
o1'(/t'1' by an Upper lJ1e1a)'aphc zone, a 1.OW81' Me/aJ'(l.phe or Chthamulns :7,One; 
Tet)'a<'iiln rosea-Li%jJlwsa qnrclIs/cl'nd-ica zone and at low water a SCI)'gI1S8UlIl-
01'nithochUOil zone. 
No consideratio11 is given to the physical enviromnf'nt and most of t.he paper 
is devoted to lists of the plants and anillla!s in the variolls habitats. 
(d) A niJII(li allel P/w/l ('(!lnn-unitics 0/ the COUNt(t/ Rock Ploifo/'J}I 
at Long Re,f, lVCll' South Waleg 
Pope, Eo C. Proc. Linn. Soe., ~l.S.\Y .. LXVIII., 5-G, 1943, pp. 221-54 
The data given for the physical environment. are intended to ~ullplement those 
of Hedley (1!)15). Even with this adclitiun the data are stm wpak, especiall~' in 
relation to tides. The obsel'vatiollS of sea tpm]wratures taken on th'J reef (lV,']' a 
considt'l'able period thl'()w some light Oil the difl'el'enees between sea temperatures 
at several stations. Tl1e observations are SLllnllUlt'is,'d in a table. Tlle greater 
variation in the t(~mpel'aturps at the reef tl1an at othey stations is attrillllted to 
the reef rock being affected by a tmospheric temperatun~s. 
The migrations of Heiiocid(l.ri.~ (Tit.l!ogl'rLlJlli1IW and Nudihranchs an' Yloted 
as being into shallow water in Rummel' and ·I'·ir;p 'v"rs(/. in winter.. 
'rhe nomenclature adopted shows only three major divisioYls of the shore. 
TheRe are the Supralittoral above .mean high wat.Pl' spring tide,q (lVLH.W.S.T.), 
the Tidal from below lVI.H.W.S.T. to mean low water neap tides (lVI.L.W.N.T.) 
and the Sublittoral whieh is f'Kposed at extreme low water espring tidps (KL.vV.S.T.). 
The author points out that Killg' and Russell (H)O£)) noted the importance of tlw 
lower sides of stones as hahitats. l'~aeh hahitat is described as l1aving a fauna 
and flora on the upper and lower snrfaces, but the author does not considel' the 
fauna in terms of the npibiose, hypohiose and endobiose of Gislen (1930). 
The Supralittol'al is not flllly cleveloped and the zoning of the Littol'illidal' 
is not apparent due to the lack of vPltical height. The algae prpsent arc Vt'l'y 
POOl' and small in numben; and do not. supply sufficient for the mollusca. whkh 
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points to the fact that theJ'c must bc microscopic food available. The tempP1'ature 
range on the reef in this region is considerable. The fauna inhabiting the top 
an.:! bottom of l'oek suI'faees is described. The fauna below boulders in sand lS 
also listed. On sand then' is a belt of deeaying plants and animals. 
Most of the area studied is in th(' Littoral region. Then' are no plants in 
trw upper pal't, though Eclocw'pn,s appears seasonally. HOJ'll108im banksii is 
dominant lowel' down the ShOH'. Coral/ion is found at the lower limits of the 
iittoral region. The animals of the region are of the mollusc~blnnacle type 
(Clements and ShelfOl'd, 1939). They have spn,ad so that it is difficult to TInd 
their limits. The distribution of the salient types is given and so is the zonation 
of the diffeI'ent groups. The lower rock ,.;urfac:e fauna is dpscrihed and elassified 
as an Ophiollcycis-ischnochi!,{))I, IJPl'sici)/or community. The speeies inhabiting this 
an., listed. The description of the Ii ttoral J'egion concludes with notes on the 
small Zustera beds encountered and a list of fish and crustacea l'pving the red 
at high tide. 
The Sublittoral fringe is eonsidel'cd in some detail. The animahl dwelling 
above and he10w rock surfaces are noted. These notes are of considerable interest 
and the various associations encollntr'l'ed in this region are discussed. The dcnsity 
of populations of certain species is also listed. 
A most interC'sting- featuH' of the pmt of (:(last which is d{'seribed ill trw 
absence of the pYIl1'(/, pnw}.Jltlinli8 association. This is attributed to the fiatnpss 
of the reef and tjw shelter from (ierce wave action. Some forms which al'e 
ch,naciel'istic of still water are found, such as ZosterC/o 
(e) A. Zo%yical Sketch of A.delaide Br(!e-lies 
Johnston, T. Ft., and Mawson, P. M. Handbook of South Allstl·alia. 
~5th Meeting. A.N.Z.A.A.S., Adelaide, 194f3, pp. 42~7 
This short paper contains notes on the ditl'el'ent types of coast eneountcl'ed 
neat' Adelaide. These are mangrove ,;wamps, sandy mud, zosten'tul1l, sandy fiat.s, 
coastal jetties, sandy beach and rocky n;efs. The forms inhilbitating these habitats 
are listetl. ' 
On the reefs of the zones ]'ecognised are the Upper Littoral, Mid-Littoral, and 
LOWer Littoral. The fauna and flora of these zones is then listed. 
(I) Studies on tile NIurinc "'1lgue of South Au.stm./iu. ['al't 
The gene),a lHaetis Tjeol'('t (Iud Rivulal'ia C. Aga}'(/h. 
Womc'l'sley, H. B. S. Trans. Hoy. Soc. 8. Austr. 70, 1, 104.1" pp. J 21-1% 
This paper h'aees the history of phycology in Australia., The (Ocologicai 
notes are confined to those on distribution" 
(g) St1lilic,s (lJ!. the ilIa)'ine Alguc of South A.1.Istru./ia. Pari.'! 
Womers18Y, H. B. S. Trans. Hoy. Soc. S. Austr. 70, 1, lS!Hi, pp. l:17~1A4 
This paper contains a description of a new spE;cies of Dasyopsls and has no 
ecological notes. 
(Il) The l11ul'i'l/( il/gUt: of KU.llglU·OIl IS/(111(1. Pni't 1 
Oe IIcra/ AccO'I!lIt 0/ the A Ig((1 E'c,)/oy.1}. 
Womel'sley, H. B. S. Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Ausb'. 71, 2, 1947, pp. 228~252 
The paper deals with fOLl t' years' wOl'k and COV8l'S the physical environment. 
Tho g'enE-~I'al topographi(' features of the area are descrihed and notes OJ] th,' 
geology of the area dre given. 
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The South and We2t coasts of the island are exposed and wave action is 
intense, and in the ahsence of any meaSU1'cmEmts of wave fo],ces the alga 
C1fstupho}'((. intenl1cdia is taken as the index of heavy wave action. 
The tides are of a semi-diurnal natlll'e and exhibit diurnal inequality. 
ThE~],c are no ]'egulal' tidal records, The spring tide on the South coast is of 
some 21: feet, but is 4 to 4~ feet el8cwhel'p, Neap tides arC' H fppt to 2~ fpet at 
similar places. Winter mean sea level is 4 inches to 6 inches above that of 
summer at Port Adelaide, The surface currents al'e those descrihed in thp 
A usb'alia Pilot (1944), 
The records of sea temperatures an' not complete, but on-shore tempel'atul'OS 
al'e given as varying betweEm 13,5" C, and 19-20' C. The off-shore temperature 
was appl'oximately 1" C. lower in summel' than the on-shore figLll'l's. In the 
North of the island the off-shore temperature in sumnWl' was apPl'oximately 1 0 C. 
lower than the COlTesponding on-sharp temperature. In winter thc off-shore 
tempprature was 1 to 2" warmer. 
Thc ail' temperatures are fairly unifOl'm throughout the year. The YPal'ly 
average mean maximum temperature was 18,4° C. and the yearly average mean 
minimum temperature was 11'7° C. The average relative humidity was 76 p(~]' 
cent. Full tables of thesp records are given. 
The salinity of the sea in the South is given as 35'4 to 35,9 g'rs./mille. 
(Cl = 19·6 to 19·9° /(0). The North coast has a slightly higher salinity of 
37 gl's./mille. The nitrate content of the sea is low, being less than l/l0D and the 
phosphate val'ied from 14 to 23 p.p. 10". The pH, determined by colorimetric 
methods, varied from 8,2 to 8'3. The oxygen content varied from 110 per cent 
saturation during thp day to 50-70 per cent at night. 
The author recommends that littoral ecologists use t.erms which are suited 
t.o their own conditions and not try to follow the terms used by land ecologists. 
An association is defined as a grouping of organisms distinet in species composition 
and facies from another grouping, 
The formations recognised are the rocky shorc, sand and sandy mud, saltmarsh, 
vegetation of river mouths and the vegetation of IJl'ackish bays. The authOl' does 
not recommend thp usc of formations based on dominants as they may be altered 
by migrations. 
The Littoral wne is defined as extending from L.W,N,T. to the upper algal 
limit. The term Supl'alittoral is discal'ded and splash ane! spray used instead. 
The Sublittoral is described as extending from the lower limit of the LittOl'al zone 
down to the limit of algal vegetation. The Sublittoral fringe is to be I'egarded 
as a useful developmcnt of the Sublittoral in certain areas, 
A genel'al account of the algal ecology is given and the basic algal zonation 
has been worked out and is shown in a figlU'e. 
The 1'ocky coast formation and the sandy and sandy mud formation each 
receive detailed att('ntion and the various algal associations occurring in the 
different ZOlWS on the shore are described. 
(i) A Stlldy of Cerlaill Aspects of the Ecology of thr intertidal Zone 
of the NC1P Soulh H'o.1es Coast 
Dakin, W. J .. Bennett, 1., and Pope, E. C, Austr. JOUl'. Sci. Res" 
SeT, R, I., No.2, May, 1948, pp. 17G-230 
This aJ,ticle is concerned with the features of the New South Wales coast 
and the form of the basic zonation found thereon, Indicator types are named 
and discussed. 
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'The sea tenlpe1.'atUl'e on the rocky coasts under con;-;:idel'atjon taken as 
being; to that found four miles out to s('a from Sydney, This is rather 
surprising in view of the fact that one of the authors (Pope, IH43) showed tlmt 
t.here \vas c.onsiderable variation het\Vf:eTl reef sea ternp(,l'atun=;s and open sea 
ternpel'atUl'l's, The temperature differences of bays and cndosed watet'S val'if's 
VCI':V much, An enclosed bay with no fresh water eontaminat.ion frequently 
~h(r'\Ts a cenlpenJ.tul'e in th(' sun1H18r \vhi<:h is 5:; C. above that of' the outeJ' sea 
((~uiler~ 1945) 0 Itt Jag-oons, this difference is even greater in thJS 
\Vorl'!, Hedley [9U;) noted the effect of the on-shore swing of the Notonectian 
eurT~nt SUnl111(T and, (:onsequ(:ntly') \vould ha'7c to he taken that. current 
off·~shorej in \vhlch t.he ten1_pcratul'C observations \V8t'e t.aken, Yva;:) ab;o running 
along the coasL There is no substitut.e for shore observations, The antho)'s note 
tha t then: is no satisfaetol'Y means of eompal'ing the temperature of the oeeal1 
"with that of pt)ols until a l·ecurd of shore ~;ea tenlperatures is available. 
The tidal rangp is gn,ater than at Hobart, No data are ava,iJable other than 
those for Sydney Harbour, There is little differenee in tidal range between North 
and South New South Wales, 
The coast of Ncw South vVales is deseribed by dedudion as suffering rougher 
seas fOl' longer periods than any other ciose1y studied coast, This l'aises the 
levds of I\oncs to g;reatm' heights and also alters the position of some ,;p('eie8 in 
exposed plaees, e.g., Tdmclita ].JiI.!'JlIU'(!SCC'IIS Darwin may be found in the Melar'aphe 
wne, l'yura prcu'Jmtiali8 (Heller) doesn't alter its position with the exposure 
an species. 
'T'he nornenclatul'e used sho\vs foul' division::; of the coast, nan1clYJ the SupI"a~ 
littoral, Littoral, Littol'al-Sublittoral fringe and the SuhlittOl'aL The Littoral 
eovers the intertidal j'egion from H,W,S,T, to L.\V,S,T. The Supl'alittol'al is the 
zone above lhe Littoral and is mostJyinhabited by LiUorinids, The Sublittoral 
1s eov81'ed at all tirnes, l ' ht-; Littol'al-Suhlittol'al fringe is v(~ry shal'ply dijfel·cntiuterl. 
and is exposed at very low tides, It is mal'ked by Phyi!oslJonl and Eck/onia, 
and is described as delinitply intprtidaL especially in shtdtcl'ed places, i'd: the 
margin of the Littoral and SublittOl'al is found i-'!f?lm l!}'ucjmtiali's (Heller). 
The zones aTe then discuSSf~d in detail. The Littol'al"Sublittoral fringe is 
characterised by l',lJul'u jJi'1lcputiuIis (Heller), which is deseribcd as likillg rough, 
open water, The range of thi,; species is from 28' S. t.o 8W N. Above this species 
there is found GaJeoial'iu Cf1CI<pituSrL Lam. This species ocell),S isolated or in tube 
masses up to 8 inches thicl" At Fort Denison it is found about :~ feet above zero 
tide mark and 1 fool in depth, Under eel'tain conditions this may be altered, 
In the tube masses thel'C are many small animals, notably fbl(t quadl'ival-vis, 
Onchidill1n pntclloiclcs, Lcc8uen CP.uit1'f1./·is, Dewis CJ'o8,~If1.Jldi and a flatworm. This 
wne is absont in South AfJ'iea, though it is represented by [fenneill! in Nevl' 
ZNlland, 
The lowest of the barnacle zones is that of Chu'Ilw.('sipi?o coilunn.u.. This 
species occurs at a density of gOOD per sqUal'e foot. rt is replaced by ChtiIa1l1ft/u8 
[('ntennatu8, \Vhere sud is lwaviest, Cn/uphrlt.r;m.lls pulYJJ1c)'uB and 'i'ctnw/it(1 
),o,gea are found. The latter oeeUJ.'s up to 2 feet ahove high water, due to the 
spray effects. The sequence of zonation of the Balanoid zone is summE;r! up bdow, 
Exposed C('~lst 
Chnmnc.s i}Jho-Ch thanf.(/ ius 
Tetr(ldita. 
Catoph)'(I.r; m us-Tetn/ddn 
Gai('o/(I)'i((' 
Cht/wlnnins 
Chu,l1wcsipilo 
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There also occurs a community of limpets on vertical, moist uppel' rocks. 
III the SupralittoI'al MelaTaphe u:nifasciata and Nodilittorina are character-
istic. The lat.ter species is found up to 40 feet above sea level. 
The geographic range of the basic assoeiations shows vcry little change. 
Only nine animal and two algal species disappear in the stretch of coast under 
consideration. 
The animals living in the various associations are then listed and notps 
df!seribing them are given. 
(j) The COm'InOilel' SPCCiC8 of' AJcimals ((nd their D'i8in:bution 01/ an .Intertidal 
Platform at Pennin{jton Bay, Kanga.roo lsllme!, Smcth A'ustraliu 
Edmonds, S. J. Trans. Roy. Soc. S. AustT. 72, 1, IH48, pp. Hi7-177 
The author gives a brief description of the reef, but refers the reader to 
WOHwrsll'Y (1948). The wave action on the platform at high tide is descrihed 
as strong. The substratum is of roek and most animals live jlrmly attached to 
Tucks or algae. 
For a description of the physical envil'onment, reference is given to vVomeI'sley 
(1947 and 1948). The reef temperature is stated as being within 1 C C. of the 
sea t.emperature. The latter varies between 19" C. in summer and 13·5" C. in 
wintei'. The salinity is variable between ;1f)·2 gTs./mille. and il5·4 grs.!mille. 
The pH varies between 8';~ and g·3. 
The L81'111S Suprajitto]'al, Littoral and Sublittoral fringp are used to desig'nate 
the l'egions of the 5ho1'('. The author follows Cranwell and NIoo/'e (1938) and 
Oliver (HJ23) and considers the littoral zone to be from the highest wash of 
the waves to L,W.S.T. The Supl'alittol'al is the spray zone and the Sublittoral 
fringl' is the narrow region expospd at very low tides. The average height of 
H.IV.S.T. is de,:el'ibed as impossible to determine dll{' leo the small l'ange of tides 
at Kang'al'oo Island. Hpnce the classification adopted by Pope (lH43) eannot be 
Llspd. 
The Snpl'alittol'al is populated hy IVleia)'([phelmi/n8ciatawith a Lichi1l11. sp. 
and Nodi/illo/'inn tnhc)'cula/a ahove it. Pools in this region have blc'en Jound to 
have a temperature of c.\5' C. and a salinity of 40'2 grs.!mille. with lVI eiuruplic 
u'Ili,fascinta, EembicilillJ. '})!Ciano8to'mum, Gcdeolaria c(fcspilosa and SipilOlwria sps, 
living in them. 
The Littoral comprises most of the reef and consists of a vCl,tieal clilf face 
and the platform. The latter is of two levels and is penetrated by a channel. 
The cElf face animals are barnacles, serpuiids and molluscs. The zoning of 
the barnacles hom the top of the shore is Chthan1a)ns aniennai;u8, Chthamaln8 + 
Ch(tnweosipilo columna., Tet1'aclitll pUl'JlUl'ascens; CuJ;oph)'agmus 
in exposed surf with a few Balanus niyr('scens. 
occurs 
The lYlolluscs foun two bands, an upper Notuacmaea.-Sip/wlI.w"i.C/ type band and 
a lower iVJ odiolus palM; (! Braehyoilonte.s 'l'Ustrutns) banel. The zonation of the 
upper band has not been determined with satisfaetion, but notes on the forms 
living in the lowe]' are given. 
Foul' algal associations are found on the rock platform. These are C?lst.()jJhylhl.m. 
'l'I1u)'icainm association, CYHtopho),rt complex, H ol'Y!wBira. banksii and a Clistopho')'ct-
Coraililw association, These algal associations have characteristic: weed feeding 
molluses. A list is given of th" Gasteropods, starflsh, ehitons and other animals 
found living tIwre. 
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The Sublittoral fringe was rarely examined. In 4 01 5 squarE' yards there 
we re encountered ·40 to 50 algal species. The commonest animal is B often in 
wlBtr'lli?:S. There is no PyuTn pnwpntiaiis bed similar to that found in N.S.W·, 
A table of densities of animals per 0·5 metrE' squan' is given, as WE'll as a 
list of s peeies, 
(1,.) The Mndne Aigo,e of Kangaroo Island, II. The l'cnnington Bay 
Womersley, H. B. S, Trans. Roy, Soc. S. Aush-. n. 1, 1948, pp. 134-6\l 
This paper is a continuation of tile work dt'scribed in vVomer,;ley 1947), 
heing the study of the alga] ecology of one area. The substratum is composed 
of reefs of horizontally wave cut platforms of ealcareous sandstone with a vertical 
drop at their edge. into water 10 or more feet in depth, 
The tidal range is 2'" feet at springs and g at neaps.Winds can 
cOTIsidl'l'ably modify the Udal range. The outer parts of the reef are OIl ways 
nnlgh. but with a 'Nest wind and a calm sea the waves are only 1 to 2 feet in 
heig'ht. Most of the reef is washed by small waves. 
Tlw temperatures on tlw reef are within 1 0 C. of the sea temperatures. The 
range of variation of sea tempel'atures is from '13,5" C. in ,July til 1:)' C. in 
January, Pools may reach 80" C. in 8U111m(;]'. Summer air temperatures of B7° C. 
wi.th a North wind and low tides are impOl'tant to the eC'olog;y of algae, No harmful 
\vinter dfects hav\; been noted. The prevalent winds arE' South to West. The 
CI is HI-fi to 19'6' /00, with littlf' annual change expected, The pH of trw S\;u 
varies hom 8·2 to 8,8. 
The smaIl tides and heavy wave action give no marked horizontal zones, 
algal 7,ones do occur, a change of 2 inches or 3 inches in Teef level causes 
profound alterations in algal associations .. 
All the reef lie8 i11!he Littoral zone, Due to the confonnation of the reef 
of tlllO algae are ever completely expo~wd. It j's only at the Rearlittoral that 
the algae are "xposed for any iength of time, 
A Pmsio/u community is the only alg'al community which is Supralittol'al 
and it is only found whe]'", penguin colonies occnr. 
The various algal associations are described in full and bioeenoses of 8!J1nploca 
hyan01:rles with TctJ'Clci1:la PIL)'1!1lraB(,enS and Odiclill ir/. p'1lsiliu.m and Ga.ieolal'ia 
ea(,8[Jito8((' are described. 
The zones recognised are, the Supl'alittomL Littoral, Sublittoral fringe and 
th" SubllttomL ThE' Littoral is further considel'f'd as the Headittonl] and the 
Littoral. 
Seasonal variations in the algal flora are noted and discussed. Obs(~l'vations 
are also Inade on the val'iations under wave action, parasitism, epiphytisll1 and 
the v,,!'tical distribution in relation to the int.ensity of light.. 
PART III.---THE PHYSICAL F:NvmON:llENT 
(a) The Tide.s 
(1) In the South of TaSlnania 
The only available records of the tides in the South of the Island are those 
made by the automatic reeordel' maintained by the Marin(' Board of Hobart. 
This apparatus is sitnatPCl on one of the piers at the port of Hobart. By c()urt~,sy 
of the Harbourmaster, Captain Bowerman, I have had aeeE'S'; to the l'eaeling'S of 
the recorder and have taken records over a period of twelve months from tbe 
beginning of November, 1947, until the end of October, H148, 
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FIG. 1. ~-Tidaj eurve from lfl.Ol) hr~., ;-Wth DeL'emher. lH47. to (l4.0n hl'(\., ;11 DE"l!cruher, H),i'f. The 
ree(Jrd is taken f;'orn the tra(~e of the automatie Teeorder at Hobart. The ft~.!:u.r('s 
indieating the heights of thf' tidcl.f, have not- be'Etn altered from t.hot:lp on the reeorder 
fo!' reasons stated lat(']" in the text. 
PrG. 2 <-'(h::,_ averag'e- rnunthI;.; rise Hnd fall of the tides ov€,r the period November. J947, 11) 
October. HH8. The unhroken linp reDn:;sent:~~ the fn,n \'vhile the broken line shr)\v~; the l'i-.:c. 
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The tides at Ilobart 31'e of the semi-diurnal type common to the AUiitralian 
eoasts. Figure 1 sho'ws a typical tidal curve for a ~8-hour period. This curve 
has been modified from the trace of the recorder. It will bl' seen that there occur 
du:ring this period one very high tide and one veJ'y low tide and tlnee tides the 
heights of which are very similar. Of these latter tides high and low tides 
can he differentiated. I propo~(' to follow Chapman (1(IS8) and call these tides 
'hig-a high', 'low low', 'low high', and 'high low' respectively. The term 
, dodger' is uHcd for the latter tides in many piaces when for a considerable 
peY'iod the tide gives the appearance of l'emaining l1('arly fulL 
Chapman (1938) discusses the different theories of the origin and prediction 
of Australian tides. and points out that the only feasible method of explaining 
or predicting the tides is by harmonic analysis. Unfortunately, this has never 
been attempted successfully for Hobart. There are three prohable reasons for 
this failure. The first reason lies in the smallness of the tidal range and the 
cons~qupnt relative amount of conection to be applied for such factors as change 
of barometric pressure, prevailing wincl, &c. Another reason is th(; lack of 
economic necessity fOl' such an accurate prediction. Due to the depth of water 
in the harbour, a difference of a few feet is of little importance. The third 
reason lies in the fact that there is a double entry for the tides at Hobart. It iE 
un:fortunate that the recOl'der is situated in a position whel'e it shows this 
inaccuracy. The first entry is across Storm Bay and straight up the estuary 
of the River Del'went, while the second entry is lljl D'Entrecasteaux Channel and 
so into the estuary of the river. The tl'aecs of high water frequently show 
two high waters which may be over an hOlU' part though the average is less 
than 45 minutes. The seeond wave from the Channel supplements the first and 
gives the reading which is nsed in this work. 
The greatest rise noted for the period under consideration was i) feet 6 inches 
on the 2nd December, 1947, the average rise for the year being 1 foot 10 inches, 
and the Ininimun1 rise "vas 1 inch on the 4th IVlay, lH48. The greatest fall noted 
was 5 feet on the 8th July, 1948. The avel'age fall for the year was 1 foot 
lH inches and the minimum fall was 0 indies on the 9th .January, H148, Figure 2 
and Table I show the average rise and fall. 
TABLE I 
Monthly average l'isc of tide, fall of tide, and rise and fall of tides for the 
period Novembcr, 1947, to October, 1948. 
Rise of Tide Fall of Tidp ltisc and Fall of tide 
November, 1\147 l' 10" l' ~):! ); J' 10" 
December, 1947 2' (I" l' 11 'i" 2' I)" 
Januar'y, IB48 I' 11 ~_f' I' II" l' 11" 
FehrLUtl'Y, H),IS l' ll'i" l' 1O~ , l' 11 " 
Mareh, 1114S l' ~) ~" l' jJ';" i' D::" 
April, llMk , fl!r' l' lI)" ]' 10" 
May, 104R I' llY' I' I IJ," l' 11" 
June, ID4S 1 lO~ " i' 1 O~" l' 10"" 
July, 11)48 l' HI;" 2' I)" l' Ll" 
AUg:llSt, EH8 ]' lOr I' 11 '" l' II" 
September, J 1148 l' lOY' l' 111" l' J(Lj" 
October. 1945 l' 11 ;,. J' 11,''' i' 11 ~" 
The tides exhibit dillI'nal inequality of both high and low tides. In figure' 1 
the morning tides are higlwl' than the afternoon tides, due to the position of 
the sun being South of the Equator. Figure i) shows the reverse when the sun 
is North of the Equator. The ehange over from one condition to the other takes 
piac'? ahout the equinoxes, In 19,18 the change'S took place on 22ml April and Llw 
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F'H;. ~-\. - Tidal eurve lox the 
)Jedod Ul).OO h1":->. 2f1th ~fune, 
to OG.~iO hr.s., ~7th ,June', 
The eurV2 is sruoothed 
.l'rom the truce' on the lIohu)'t 
recorder. Thr: h('i.~·hLs of the 
Ldes are also those ShUVvTJ un 
the ree-order. 
FIG .. 1.- --Frhe averag(~ monthly 
heights 0 r the Udes fo1' the 
perl{)d NovenlbeJ', 1!),17, to 
Oetulier, H)48. Thp upper", 
middte, and hnvl'l' 1inl'~ n:,pre_ 
<:ient the 'hlRh high', . hig:h 
low (trw htj(h/2', and . low 
b\v' tides j'e6pedivE'!Y. T'be 
tlgl1res for the tidal hE'h~'hts are 
those of the Hobart \'e('ol'riel'. 
FH;. 5. -Tidal curve frotn 
I),LOO hI'" .. 
to OS.OO 
nth Jannary, 19J,s, 
hr.;.. lOlh .Janum'y, 
lH48. ThE' (:nt'\'(~ "mouthed 
i'I"Oln that of the Hulta ,t I'€'conler 
Hnd the. tidal hehdl1-..·" '1.]"'C· l~h{)se 
8ho\;vn un t.hat appa.!""d.t..lI,,-,. The 
tide on thi,"( da.te ::;h(n.~'€d eom~ 
plete sHjJpre~:;:Hiol1 of tht_, . high 
10\\1 ' tide. 
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27th October. The Apr-il ehange was foreshadowed by very great ilTegularity 
of the tides dating from the 28th March. From that date until the 22nd April 
Uw morning tide was larger than the afternoon for several days. Then the 
afternoon tide became dominant for a few days. There was no 8uc.h disturhance 
at the October change. 
As regards general behaviour, the tides act in a similar manner to those 
descrih(,d for Port Adelaide by Chapman (1988). Due to the absence of an 
anal;ysis and the great effects of the wind, baromdrie pressure and the double 
tidal entry, it is difficult to get a true picture of the effects of the various tidal 
components. For that reason the following remarks and those in Part V. of this 
wOTk refer only to the l'ecorded tides. 
At neaps there is frequently a single fall in the tide in a 24-hoU1' period, 
probably due to the reduetion of the M and S dements. Figure 5 shows a 
modification of this condition in that the asef'nding afternoon curve is flattened 
out to give the negative rise or fall mentioned above on the 8th .January, ID48. 
It must he noted that a single low tide in a day does not neeE;ssarily mean that 
it is an extreme ncap tide. Single low tides occurred on the 1Gth November, 1947, 
and (m the 19th of the sallle month. At neaps the time of the tide is very irregular. 
On the 17th N ovembel', 1947, the times of the tides were L.H.W 01.00 hI's.; 
H,L.W. 04.15 hI's.; H.H.W. 09.00 hI's.; L.L.W. 18.30 hrs. On the 2nd December, 
1947, the times of the tides were H.L.W. 02.ilO hI'S.; H.H,W. 09.80 hrs.; L.L.W. 
I8.ilO hI'S. At springs there is very little difference between 'low high' and 
'high low' tides. On the 8th July, 1948, the differr:nee was il inches. In that 
month the average fall of the tide was two feet. The monthly heights of the 
tides are shown in Fig. 4 and Table II. 
TABLE II 
Mean Sea Level for the period November, 1947, to October, U)48. 
Novernber. 1947 
December, IH4'l 
January, HJ4S 
February. 1948 
Man'h. 1948 
April, l!HS 
]0' 4i1" 
10' 7" 
10' 4).'" 
10' 
10' 6" 
10' 5~/f 
May. 1~H8 
June, 1948 
July. 194~ 
August, 19/j.?-; 
September, U)48 
October, 1918 
Mean Sea Level for the hve1ve months, 10' 7:1". 
10' 5_1" 
10' \l" 
10' 8~!I 
10' 7~" 
10 ' 9~" 
The time interval separating the tides may be regular or irregular, irrespective 
of the phase of the moon. On the 7th June, 1948, the times of the tides were 
very in·egular. L.L.W. 01.00 hrs.; L.H.W. 07.00 hI's.; H.L.W. 12.ilO Ius.; H.H.W. 
19.40 l11"s" while on the following clay the times for the corresponding tides were 
08.00 hrs.; IloilO hI'S.; 13.00 h1's. and 20.80 hrs. respectively. The' low high' and 
'high low' tides an~ nearly always irregular in the time of their occurrence, 
These irregularities are probably due to non-lunar and non-solar influences. 
(Fig. 5, also .illustrates this irregularity.) 
The method used for the prediction of the tides is the 'establishment', which 
itt Hobart is 08.15. This is subject to numerous inaeeuracies and is of very little 
usc in planning shore collecting- trips. 
(2) The Tides in the North of Tasmania 
Tidal reeorcls are available at Launcestou where there is an automatic.: 
recorder maintained by the authorities of that port. The tides in this part of 
Tasmania will be considered at a future date in connection with the survey of 
the N or-th of the Island. 
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(b) Clilnatic P(tct()}s. 
(1) Helative Humidity 
The mean monthly relative humidity over the period November, 1947, to 
October, 1948, shows a series of sharp monthly differences (figure G), A rise 
in the index for the period November-December was followed by a drop in 
January with a sharp rise again in February. In ]Vrarch the index fell to the 
November figure (61 per cent), but rose again in April. The highest figure was in 
June, and from that month until September there was a gradual fall in the relative 
humidity, but in October it rose again. For these figures, on which this graph 
is based, 1 am indebted to the \)Veather Bureau, Hobart. 
75 
70 
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60 
II 12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
:F'w. G.--,Meau n1flllthly relative humidity at Hobart for the .-perIod N()Yenlber, 1~H7, lo October, 1943. 
Data fiupplied by the -VVeather HlIyetJu, Hobart. 
(2) Barometric Pressure 
The mean monthly barometri(' pressure has heen ealculated from the mean 
daily reading, which is one-half of the sum of the readings taken at Of).OO hI'S. 
and 15.00 Ius. r am indebted to the Weather Bureau, Hobart, for these figm·e·s. 
The period Jor which the figures Wel'e obtained was November, 1947, to OdobeI', 
1948. Over this period the lowest monthly average was recorded in October, 
Hl'18, although the minimum reeording fo], that rnonth was considerably above 
that fo), the preceding month. In September, the lowest average monthly minimum 
reading was reeord,~d. The highest rncan monthly minimum was recorded in ApriL 
1 ~)L18 (figure 7). 
The highest mean monthly average preSSU1'e was recorded in .Tune, If148, 
whi10 thf' lowest was recorded in October, 1948. The fOJ'mer does not concspond 
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with either the maximum mean monthly minimum or the maximum mean monthly 
maximum. The lowest mean monthly maximum was recorded in October, 1948, 
and the highest mean monthly minimum was recorded in July, 1948. 
The fluctuation in the mean monthly average pressure from November, 1947, 
to October, 1948, was largely due to the effect of a varying mean monthly minimum 
pressure as the mean monthly maximum was fairly constant throughout this period. 
F:rom April, 1948, until October of the same year the mean monthly average 
pressure followed a similar pattern to that of the mean monthly maximum and 
minimum pressures. 
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FIG. 7.-Monthly barometric pressure at Hobart for the period November. 1947, to October, 1948. 
Tbe upper, middle, and lower curves show the mean monthly maximum, mean monthly 
average, and mean monthly minimum pressures respectively. The mean monthly average 
pressure is based on the' average of daily readings at 09.00 hrs. and 15.00 hrs. Data 
supplied by, the Weather Bureau, Hobart. The pressure is in inches of mercury. 
(3) Wind 
The prevailing winds in Southern Tasmania are Northerlies and North-' 
Westerlies. These winds usually are warm and in summer can be hot and must 
have a considerable desiccating effect of the littoral fauna. 
During the summer a local Southerly wind springs up usually around mid-day. 
This wind is cold and can be fairly strong and gives rise to short steep waves. 
As noted above, the East shore of the Estuary does not suffer to the same 
extent as the West from these local seas. 
(4) Air Temperatures 
The mean monthly air temperatures for the period November, 1947, to October, 
1948, are shown in figure 8. I am indebted to the Weather Bureau, Hobart, 
for these figures. There is a fairly close correlation between the mean monthly 
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FIG. 8.~Mean monthly maximum and minimum air temperature at Hobart. The temperature is in 
degrees C~ntigrade. Data for Hobart supplied by the Weather Bureau. The period of 
observation was November, 1947, to October, 1948. 
FIG. 9.-Mean monthly sea temperatures at Hobart for the period October, 1948, to October, 1949. 
The temperature is in degrees Centigrade and was taken at Station 37, Derwent Estuary. 
FIG. 10.-Rainfall at Hobart for the period November, 1947, to October, 1948. The continuous curve 
shows the actual rainfall while the broken line shows the' average rainfall over the last 
66 years. Data supplied by the Weather Bureau, Hobart. 
FIG. l1.-Relation between the height of Mean Sea Level and the barometric pressure. The period 
under consideration is November, 1947, to October, 1948. The height of M.S.L. is expressed 
in recorder datum (R.D.) and the barometric pressure in inches of mercury. 
FIG. 12.-Variations in the' monthly levels of M.S.L., Hobart, for the period November, 1947, to 
October, 1948. Heights in R.D. 
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mC'lximum and the mean monthly minimum temperatures. 
cOJ:Telation breaks down slightly, the minimum temperature 
slightly abovl; that of the preceding month. although the 
graph at that period is downward;;. 
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The maximum monthly air temperature was recorded in February, 1948 
121,83" C.), and the minimum in August, HJ48 (4.11 0 C.). The minimum rnaximum 
monthly tcmpenlture was 10-94' C in .Iuly and the maximum minimum monthly 
tc:mperature was 11·94° C. in February. 
During the period unde,!' consideration, the absolute maximum temperature 
re('orded at Hobart was :~5'2Gc C. and the mininlunl temperature ,vas ~_4_4° C, 
These temperatures were l'ecorded on the 12th February and the 18th August 
respectively. 
(5) Sea Temperatw'es 
Then, are no available records for the temperature of off~shol'e sea waters 
in Tasmania. This is a great lack in view of the interesting comparisons bet.ween 
on~shore, reef and off~shore water temperatures given by Pope (1943), 
The figures which have been gTaphed in figure H wel'e compiled by the author 
for purely on~shore wate1's. The station at which the records were made is at 
the seaward end of a small concn~te outfall of a small creek at the Sandy Bay 
site of the University. This is Derwent hydrological Station No. 37. There 
are sevel'al objections to this station. The first is that the readings taken there 
will be subject to serious errol' due to fresh water contamination. To a large 
extent this has been reduced by taking the temperature at. the extreme seaward 
end of the outfall and at a point where there was a minimum of fresh water. 
The fiow down the creek is very small, exeept at times of heavy rains. It may 
be said that the enol' is only present at a time of very wet weather. A further 
objection is that the sea at this station is shallow and at 'low low' water an 
area of sandy mud is exposed. A flow tide on a warm or cold day will be affected 
to some degree by this flat stretch of sand. To some extent this error was 
eiiminated by taking the temperature before 10.00 hI'S., by which time the sand 
was not warmed very much by the sun, There was no satisfactory method of 
eliminating the enol' for cold water other than by taking the l'eadings at high 
water. It might be pointed out that these errors are not very serious as usually 
low low' tides were avoided during the observations. 
The range of temperatures is from 8·8" C. for July, 1949, to a maximum of 
17'G' C. in January of the same yeal'. The period of observation was from 
October, 1948, to October, 194H (Table III). The exhemes of temperature 
recorded We,re HJC C. on 2nd January, 1949, and a minimum of 6.3 0 C. on .22nd 
July, IH49. 
TABLE III 
Sea temperatures at Hobmt from the pel'iori Octobel', lH48, to October, 194H, 
l'eeol'ded at Station 87, RiVe!' Denvent. 
OC't.obel'. HHS 
.t';-ovembeJ', 1948 
Decen'lhcl', Hl48 
.1anuar'y, lH4n 
February. 1949 
March, 1049 
Tem.perature (ClC) 
15.5 
14.9 
14.7 
17.G 
15.4 
Apt'll, IfLH) 
1\'la:v", HHH 
June, IH49 
July, 194(1 
August, J 949 
September, 1949 
October, 1949 
Temperatut'e (0 C) 
UU 
11.2 
9,9 
g,8 
~~.5 
11.5 
12.a 
Further observations on the temperature of the sea wiH be given in a Jater 
part of this work. 
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(G) Salinity and othel' Chemical Factors 
The salinity and other chemical factors will be discussed at some length in 
the Del'went hydl;o]ogical 3Ul'vey. It is sufficient to state here that the salinity 
varies around 34·8 grs./mille. for open sea, The figure for the estuary of t.he 
Derwent is very variable and much lower than that quoted above for open sea. 
(7) Insolation and Light Intensity 
It is not possible to obtain accurate details as to the amount of insolation 
to which littoral organisms arc exposed in Tasmania. One of the featm'es of 
summer weather in Hobart is the sea breeze which springs up about mid-day. 
As well as being a cold wind, this change bl'ings cloud on Mount \Vellillgton, 
especially on the Southern aspect. This cloud has the effect of casting shadow 
over certain pal'ts of the coast and Hobal't so that figures given for snll-houl'3 
ill Hobart need not necessarily apply for morE' than three miles £Tom Hobart 
where the recording station is situated. 
The light intensiti,'s to which littoral organisms arp subjectpd vary eonsiclerably 
with the habitat favoured by the organism. Thp intensities of light in various 
habitats will be considered in the seetions of this work dealing with the detailed 
ecology of restricted areas. 
(8) CUl'l'ents 
Not sufficient is known about the influence of eU1'l'ents on the littoral fauna 
of Tasmania. The detailed behaviour of the currents has not been fully studied. 
The sudden drop in sea temperatures in June and the equally sudden rise in 
Septembcr might suggest that either a warm current leaves Tasmanian waters 
in June OJ' that a cold one al'I'iv,~s. The converse might be happening in Septemher. 
(9) Rainfall 
Over a period of Gfi ypars for which records are availablp at Hobart the 
l'aillfall averages about 2 inches per month. Figures for the avel'age rainfall 
and for the period N ovemhel', 1947, to October, 1948, were obtained from the 
Weathel' Bureau, Hobart (figure 10). 
The month of Februal'y is O'G" below this aVPrage and must be considered 
to be the driest month of the year. August and Februal'y are the two driest 
months, while December is the wettest. 
(c) Gc()/ugical f;'('ol.'/ues 
It is not proposed to enter into the details of thp geology of the coastal areas 
of Southern Tasmania. A large pl'oportion of the areas studied havE' been com-
posed of mudstone. The mudstone fl'equently weathers into wave platfol'llls. 
Dolerite is found in places on the coast. By contrast, this latter rock usually 
does not weather into platforms. Full (ktails of the geology of til€' Hobart 
area ean be found in Carey and Banks (1949). 
111 any future parts of this work when' it. is necessary to describe the 
geological features of a I'egion a bl'ief description of these will be given at the 
beginning of that part. 
l)i.S(;U8siO)i 
The physieal envil'onnwnt as far as it has heen descl'ibed above may be 
compan·d with that of othpr parts of A.u,.;tl'alia. The comparisons an' not 
complete due to the iadc of much data in both Tasmania and the mainland States. 
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The tides in South Tasmania are conside]'ably smallel' than those which have 
been described by several ecological ,vOl'kers as pl'pvailing in the Sydney area. 
This remai'l-: does not apply to the tides in the North of Tasmania, which bave a 
mu cfl greater rise and fall than those in the South. There have been no detailed 
ng'lJH's published ]'elating to tidal data for the Sydney area, Hedley (J\315) was 
vague on the subject and Dakin and Co](,fax (19MI), Pope (lH43) and 
Dakin, Bennett and Pope (19,18) all state that the tidal range is about :3 to ,1 
with ('xtl'cmes of about (i feet at springs, Chapman (1988) does give some 
Jig tires for New South \Vales, but these are not suflicient to wan'ant any ecological 
conclusions, It is obvious, however, that thQ tides at Hobart are much less in 
nm.g;'nitude than are those at Sydney, 
The tides at Kangaroo Island are of a similar magnitude to Hobart tides 
(C hapman, 1938, and \Vol1wrsley, 1(47), In general behaviour the tides at Hobart. 
like those at Port Adelaide (Chapman, loco cit.). 
The mean monthly sea temperatures at Hobart., subject to the P1TOl", and 
conditions given in section .S above, have a l'ange of 7·g o C. This is 81luilar to 
the" rang'" found for surface off-shore watcrs at Sydney by Dakin and Cole:f'ax 
HJ40) , (In the othel' hand, the tpmpCl'atUl'es within this range at Hobart a1'e 
ve1'Y much colder than at Sydney. The average temperature for February, 1982, 
at the laUe]' place was 28" C. The absolute maximum recorded over a 12-month 
pel·iuci at Hobart on 2nd January, 19,18, was 19° C. The Hobart absolute minimum 
is well below the corresponding Sydney figures, There are no otf-shore temperature 
liglu'ef) 3vaila hlp for 'rasTnania. 
The av'crage relative humidity at Hobart is 
J\..angal'oo Island~ -YVo111ersley giving 7G as an average 
while the Hobart annual average is about 68. 
apprpciably less than at 
annual figure at that place. 
The mean ail' temperatures lH'(o cooler that at Sydney 0]' Kangaroo Island, 
The Hobart annual average maximum and minimum temperatures are less than 
those Kangaroo Island by 2' C, and 5 C. respect.ively. 
Figure 11 shows tlw relation }wtw(,en the variations in Mean Sea Level 
(M,S,L.) and the baromdrie pressure. An inc:rease in the average monthly 
harornetrie TH'(,SSHl'C is reflected by a COITcsponding decrease in the level of 
;vr, (Table IV and Fig, 12). 
TABLE IV 
Variations in JliIean Sea Level (lVI,S.L,) for the period Novembel", HJ47, to 
HH8, M.S.L. calc:ulated J'rom the traces o:f' the Hobart alltomatic recorde!'. 
Nov~~mhel·. 1947 10' 4~1r J\lIay, 1~18 11' 1!/! 
DeU;Tnher, 1 f14'7 J 0' J'"rlne. 10,18 to' 5~ff 
J::tHilHl'Y, lDole Hi' ,g" July, 1918 10' 9'" 
Februar;,'. 1948 HI' 5~!f August, 1948 10' R-tf! '-'2 
.lVi.aTeh, HJ/l~ JO' G'f Se]~tE'mbpJ', HJ48 10' 7~!f 
Ap-t'ij, 10' !",:1" Oc-tobel~. 1948 HI' il~!I 
PART IV,·~THr~ TJDES AS A,\; ECOLOGICAL FACTOR 
(a) In t I'Odu chon 
In view the important work on tidal exposures at different levels of the 
shore which has been eal'I'ied out in various overseas countJ'ies, it is surprising 
that no eomparable efforts have been made in Australia. A.s is obvious from the 
literature reviewed in Part II of this work. the tides in many eases have received 
only passing attention. The lac-k of study of the tide~ may he explained in part 
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by the until recently undeveloped state of littoral ecology in Australia. The lack 
of tidal data ovej' large areas of the coast serves as a further deterrent t() ",''lork 
of this nature. 
The conclusions formulated in this discussion of tidal phenomena mllst be 
regarded as local 'in application. The tides in Northern Tasmania an' of m,nch 
greater magnitude than those in the South and therefore reqLlire separate 
treatIYlCnt. The results must flll'thel" be regarded as approximate, even for the 
local area to which they apply. The n:ason for this lies in the fact, as outlined in 
the section on tides, that the Hobart recorder is subjeet to ' e~tuarine inaccuracies' 
such as wind, &e. The double entry of the tides is another' source of inaccuracy. 
It is necessary to note that the statement made by Coiman {1933) that the 
eeological tidal level is not that shown on the recorder, but that reached by the 
'surf, is especially valid on the ('xposed ,mrl ,;emi-8xposed coasts of Tasmania 
even in 3un1rner~ choppy seas are fn2cfuently encountered. 
(b) Litem/nrc 
As mentioned above, there is no Anstl'alian literatul"(, 011 this asped of 
littonll ecology. 
TIIP pionep!" \Yol'k on the effect of expOSUI'e on littoral organisms is that of 
Colman 1193~l). This author stressed the import::mee of 'critical' jevpls. The 
numb,l' of spedes appeal"ing at dilterent levels of the shore was considered in relation 
to the pen"mtage exposure they suffered. It was found that for Sed<'l1tary species 
critical levels existed between lVLS.T. and E.L.W.S,T. (5 pel" cent cxp(l~,ed per 
annum); between ,M.L-W.N.T. and M.L.vV,S.T, (20 pel' cent exposed per allnum) 
and at E.H.W.N,T. (60 per eent exposed pel' annum). 
It was l'ealised before the wor], of Colman that exposure contl"Olled algal 
distribution on the shore. For pxampk, Johnston and YOl'k 1(15) statl'd 'thE-
vel·Lica! distribution of littoral algae depf~]]ds on t1H~ period of \~nlc]'g(lnr'0 and 
submergence '. It was Colman who first considered this factor quantitatively. 
Grubb (HJ:ifi) llsing the tpchnique of Colman fOllnd that each algal species 
at Pevel"il Point, Dorset, has 'a definite range of eXpOSllI'e above or below wh iell 
it does not fioul'ish successfully'. The veltic-al rlistribution of various algae was 
plotted against the exposure curve and a very dose similarity to Colman's l"t'sults 
was found. 
Zanefeld (1937) working in Hoiland fOllnd that the tidal levt'ls of algae at 
several loealities were very similar. In passing it is worth noting that the 
numm'ou" levels into which Zanefeld split the tidal regioll an' not practicable 
in Tasmania due to the small tidal range. The factors controlling the desiccation 
of algae were analysed. In g"IIf:ral it was shown that the higher up the shore 
a species grows UIE) gn'ater is the water loss but the slower the rate. Also, long 
exposed speeies have a highei' fat cuntent and a thickt~r ('Pil wall than those' 
sp('eies which are not exposed for long periods. 
David (1941), working at A berystwyth, ffJllnd fOUl' criLical h~vpls only one 
of which was tIll' same as any of those found .by Colman. The levels found by 
David WPl"e at M,H.W.S.T.; M,H.W.N.T.; K(L.)H.W.N.T. and F;.(H.)H.W.N.T. 
It is not proposed to give detailed aecollnts of the numerous papers puhlished 
on littoraJ algae and the factol's governing their distl'ibution. A review of this 
aspect of ecology is given by Chapman (1941). 
Several other workers have used the exposul'emethod of approaeh to littoral 
problems and in each case tho exposure curve obtained is vC'ry similar to that of 
Colman (e.g., Evans, 19470" and 1947b) .. 
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Doty (1946) was among the first to apply this technique to tidE's exhibiting 
di.umal inequality. The form of the curve obtained is similar to that of Colman hut 
eli frers in that the exposui'(' increased m{JTe rapidly at certain levels of the Sh(ll'e, 
1'110 station at which the tidal records wen: made was the entrance to San 
Francisco Bay where the tidal j'ang-e is mueh great.?l' than at Hobart. The tenl1S 
used to designate the different tides were those of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. Thel'o wore 6 or 7 zones on the shore but sudden increases in exposun' 
Vif,,]'e found to oeeur at 3 feet 5 inches, three feet and one foot ahove chaIt daturn. 
D{)ty further noted that lVI,S.L. is varied in height OIl the shon, by wind adiou. 
He pointed out that' variation in vprtical distribution seems to \H' coneiated with 
daily, monthly OJ' annual variations in thc kvels at which the tidal phenomena 
occur and with variations in the time the algae repmduce, aHa aCcolmt is taken 
of the local topography', 
(GJ E:r]JII8I1re at Hobart 
The genaal behaviour of the tides at Hobal-L has becn described above 
CPal't IV). 
'1'h(' method llsed in obtaining the exposurc factor may be descl'ibed here. 
Using the figurcs obtaim,d from the' automatic j'ecoI'd,,']' in Hobart, the average, 
exposun' at diffcrent levels of tJiP shol'e was obtained for eaeh month of a 
year. The period for 'which the tides were studied was from November, 1947, 
to OdollPl', 1!J!18. The l1wthod used L:v Colman (1933) was not employed 
mainly for the roason that the smallness of the range of tides makes it impossible 
to determine whether a tide, say the H,W,S.T., is a true H.W.S.T. ()]' one that 
hWl becomc depressed or supplenwntcd by changes in barometJ'ie pH'fisure, wind 
01' other local effeets. AdmittedJy we an" concerned with the actual tide and not 
the thcoretical tidc", but in vicw of the likelihood of considel'able enOl' in llsing 
few tides for analy,sis, 1 considel' it advisable to use the avel'ag'e 01' the tides 
for a month. The dominant fador in considering tides in Tasmania is that the 
mean tidal range is only 1 toot [0 inches so that a tide ,mpplel1ientetl by local 
effects by 4 inches represents a eonsiderablc pel'nmtage eI,],O!'. Local eJfects of 
6 inches al'e common. 
Mean sea level fillctuat('~ considerably (figure 12). The relation between the 
variations in lVI.S.L. and barometric pressure has been noted above (figure 11). 
It is not suggpsted that barometric pn-'SSlll'f' is the sok factol' H'sponsiblc [01' the 
fluctuations of lVI.S.L., but it is probably the major factor. 
Consider'able difficulty ha~ been experienced in reducing the tidal data to some 
fixed base line. Chart datum (C.D.) fen' Hobart is 'approximately Indian Low 
Springs', lVI.S.L. is noted on tIl(' charts as being 3~ feet above C.D. (Admiralty, 
1944). Subtraction of this ligure from the ()hscl'v(~d M.S.L. gives a kw'l fol' 
L. W.S.T. which is never less than 5 inches helow the minimum extn'me reading 
of spring tides for that particulm' month. At equinoetial spring'S in 1948 the 
en'or was in the magnitude of 9 inches. Thc effect of this is that the C. D. 
cannot be used in a satisfactory fashioll as a tidal constant since thc extreme 
low spring tidcs cannot be shown as a negative tide, 
In the figures showing thc exposure for the 12-month period the heights on 
the shore are given as above or below M.S.L., and also in thdl' relation to the 
arbitrary seal<' of the reCOl'dl~l' traces. 
The general form of the exposure curve 1S similar to that found by Duty 
(1946). Around M.S.L. 1.he exposurp increases or decreases rapidly anll there is 
a gradual increasc to the maximum and minimum exposures. 
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(eI) J[onthl1.j E;rp081.0·fi{ /0)' Xo'pc/nucl', l.9.1,7·0ctubcr, 191;8 
(1) November, 1947. (Figure 13) 
]\1.S,L. fo], this month was at 10 feet inches HeconleI' datum (R.D.). ZC1'O 
l'Xj)OSUl'C was at lvI.S.L. minus 1 foot 7 inches, and 100 per cent exposure was ai' 
1 foot 4 inches above M,S,L, The zeJ'O exposure on the shore was at a low level 
but this was not likely to be serious to littoral organisms in view of the moderate 
dimatic conditions eneountel'ea in that month. Exposure at M.S.L.was 50 pel' 
cent, 
(2) Decemb('l', 1947, (Fig'ure 14) 
1\1 .S.L. for this month was 10 feet 7 inches. Th(, zero exposure was slightly 
fmthel' up the shore than for ::\fovemhel' (minus 1 foot G inches) and t.he 100 per 
cent exposurE: occUlTed at foot i1 inehes above M .S.L. In spite of these figures 
some very JUlY tides were reeoriled tow3nls the latter paJ't of the month. This 
month must be regarded as one of great trial IO], littoral organisms as the average 
monthly rainfall is high (2'28 inehes), and in this particular year 4·91 inches 
was recorded. The maximum ail' tempel'atures were not high but thl' minimum 
ail' tempel'atUl'eSWEl'e the highest for the y<'al'. The sea was eool. When exposed 
an organism had to endure warm tempel'atul't's and high rainfall and when the 
tide (:ame in, eool seas. The lowest tide for the year occurred this month 
(7 fed '1 inches H.D.). The exposure at YLS,L. was 4G per eent. 
1:3) January, 1948. (Figure 15) 
~H.S.L. fOl' this month was 10 feet 4i im·hcs H.D. Zero exposUl'P occurred 
at the lowest on the shore for the tw(:lvc months under (-olJsideration (8 fept 
lii rnches RD.) At 1 foot (; inches aJlOYP M.S.L. is the 100 per ('ent exposure 
level. Thi8 month must 1,e reg'urded as the month of maximum desiecation, 
especially at the lowe)' tidal lr,vels. The' low lo'w' tides reached their lowest 
monthly average height this month. The ail' tcmperaturp\;vas high, relative 
humidity low and the s'-'a tem]wratul'cs at their maximum. The waters left by 
the tide would thus evaporate quickly. It is worth noting' that the afternoon tiele 
during this ti)'ne of the year is the 'low low' tide which allows t.hp maximum 
effect of the desiceatiol1 factor to operatE' at the low(')' tide levds. The exposure 
at 1\'1.8.L.;, ,:vas 54 per cent. 
(,1) Febl'uaj'y, ID48, (Figm'(, IG) 
.YLS.L. fo], thi" month was 10 feet 5~ ineJ1l's. The miiximum and minimmn 
exposu]'es vvere found to he at 1 foot 6 im'hes above and below M.S.L. l'espeetively. 
The. maximurn air temperature was l'eeol'cied this month and the average monthly 
rainfall was at its lowest. The seas Viere cooler and tlll' I'dative hmnidity hig-hc}' 
than last mont.h. Although the air temperatures for this mont.h were higher 
I do not consider it to have such a high desiecation effect as January due to the 
slightly highlT M,S.L., tile raising' of the zero expOSUl'e level and the le:o:s 
evaporation of v,'ater, Exposllre at IVLS,L. was 57 )1(']' cent, 
) Man'h, 1948. (Figm'(' 17) 
M,S.L. for this month was 10 feet ti inclws (ILD.). The most noticeable feature 
of this month was the level of the zero exposure mark at !l inches bl'low M.S.L. 
This month might be described as a vel,:\, moderate montY] from t.he nature of the 
weather to which the organisms were exposed. Those organisms living low down 
in the intel'ticial l'(,gion were not exposed very much and if t]wy were exposed 
it was to relatively mild eonditiolli5. The exposnre at M.S,L. was :38 pel' cent. 
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(C) April, 1948. (Figure 18) 
M.S.L. fm this month was 10 feet 5 inches (R.D.). This month saw great 
tidal disturbances which culminated in the equinoctial change which made the 
early morning tide the 'low low' tide. The operative temperature fact01· during· 
this part of the year must be the minirnum temperattne which would occur some-
time during the early hours of t11P day. Hedley (1915) noted that for Sydney the 
critical time for littoral organisms was a low spring tide on a win tel· night. 
The minimum exposm·e was not as high on the shore as in March. The E'xposure 
curve has a slightly different form from that of the other months of the year. 
This may be due to incomplete records for the month as thr('p days arc missing 
from the recorder trace. This month saw sharply falling sea temperatures and 
maximum air temperatures also fell sharply. The minimum ail' temperature rose 
slightly from that of March. The rainfall average is similar to that of ~'\'[arch 
but the relative humidity had risen very sharply. This month is to be regarded 
as a time of stress fOl· littoral organisms, not on account of extremes of tempera-
ture, but because of the equinoctial change from low water maxirnum exposure 
to warmth to low water exposure to cool conditions. This will not affect animals 
living high up the shore. This change may serve as an indication to forms dwelling 
in the sublittoral fringe that it is time for the off-shoH' migration to commente. 
The exposure at M.S.L. was 56 per cent. 
(7) :May, 1948. (Figme 19) 
M.S.L. for this month was at the l'emarkably high level of 11 feet g inches 
R.D. This may be correlated with the general fall in barometl·ic pressures for 
that month (figure 7), "\Vhile this fall in pressm·es may account for some of the 
rise in M.S.L. a combination of local factors must he taken into consideration. 
Zel·o exposure was correspondingly high up on the shore at 9 feet 2 inches R.D. 
This means that the extl·eme low water for the month must hav€ only rarely 
exposed those organisms dwelling at the lower intertidal levels. Sea and air 
temperatures fell during the month. The average rainfall for the month is lower 
than for April but the actual rainfall recorded was above that for April. The 
relative humidity remained high. This month is not a time of stress to those 
organisms which enjoy submersion but for those with an optimum immersion there 
may be some difficulty in surviving. The exposure at M.S.L. was 50.per cent. 
(8) June, 1948. (Figure 20) 
M.S.L. for this month reverted to 10 feet 5~ inches R.D. The zero exposure 
was 1 foot 7 inches below M.S.L. 100 per cent exposure was at 1 foot 8 inches 
above M.S.L. The relative humidity for the twelve months was at the maximum 
of 76 per cent. The average rainfall is high though the actual rainfall for the 
month was low, the minimum air temperature was at the second lowest for the 
twelve months. The sea temperature was also low. This month is one of endurance 
to cold for littoral organisms. As mentioned above the 'low low' tide occurs 
during the early hours of the morning and this must often be accompanied by 
frosts. We have also noted Hedley's remark that a low spring tide on a winter 
morning is critical for littoral organisms. The most critical time of all is when 
a low spring tide coincides with low temperatures and a strong wind. Under 
exceptional circumstances this wind can cause virtual extermination of some 
littoral species but if sheltered from the wind individuals of the same species 
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will survive. This was noted during the freeze-up of the British coasts in 1947 when 
the ice-sheet protected organisms from the wind but when the sheet ,vas ruptured 
and the wind allowed to penetrate into the littoral zone great slaughter ensued. 
Forms dwelling at L. W.S. T. had no covering ice-sheet and were virtually extc,r· 
minated (Guiler, ID4D). Exposun; at lVI.S.L. was 38 pel' ('cnt. 
(9) July, 1948. (Figure 21) 
M.S,L, was at 10 feet 9 inches R.D. The zero exposure was at 1 foot G inches 
helow M.S.L., i.e., fairly high on the shore. The 100 per cent eXpOSlll'C' was at 
1 foot G inches above M.S,L. Air maximum and minimum temperatures were at 
the lowest for the twelve months. The rainfall was ]m1,' and the relative humidity 
was much lower than in June. The month is to be reg'arded as one of gl'eat(~st 
eold although the absolute minimum air tempemture was not recorded until next 
mont.h. To some extent those organisms dwelling lower down on the shore wen' 
protected by the elevation of the zero exposure. The highest t.ide fOl' the twelve 
months (13 feet 10 inches R.D.) was recorded this month. Exposure at Nf.S.L. 
was 41 pel'. cent. 
(10) August, 1948. (Figure 22) 
:'Ii-S.L. for this month was 10 feet 81 inches R.D. The maximum and mmll1mnl 
exposures were at 1 foot n inches and 1 foot 7 inches ahove and below Nf.S.L. 
respectively. In spite of the ahsolute minimum temperature for the year being 
reeorded on the 18th of the month there was a general warming up of temperatures. 
The relative humidity was still falling. ExposUl'e at IVLS.L. was 46 PCI' cent, 
dl) September, ID48. \ Figure 28) 
;vJ.S,L. for this month was 10 feet 7 inches. The ('xposure limits wel'e still 
fail'ly high on the shore heing 1. foot 5 inches above and below lVI.S.L. The 
temperatures of ail' and sea showed an increase and the relat.ive humidity fell 
further. There was a sharp inel'ease in l'ainfall. The sea temperature l'ose 
sharply and this fadm' alone must make this month one of growth and recovery 
for littoral organisms. The exposure at lVI.S.L. was ·13 per cent. 
112) October, 1948. (Figure 24) 
lVI.S.L. for this month was 10 feet 9 inehes .R.D. Maximum and rninimlll11 
exposures were at 1 foot G inches ahovE; and 1 foot 7 inches below M.S.L. 
l'espeetively. The minimum ail' temperature fell for the month compan'd with 
September while the maximum ail' temperature rose in comparison with that 
month. The sea temperature and rainfall continued to rise. The latter was 
very high at 4'11 inches for the month. In general this month may he considered 
to he fairly mild, the organisms not being exposed to extremes of temperature. 
Exposure at lVI.S.L. was ;18 per cent. This latter would serve to protect those 
animals dwelling low down on the shore. This. month showed the equinoctial 
change over of tlw 'low low' tides and the remarks for April will also apply to 
this month. 
(d j Di.~cl,18gi()n (!/lui Conclu.sions 
It can be seen from the above that the exposure at the same point on t.he 
shore varies considerably from month to month. Comparison of two months in 
which the Nf.S.L. is the same shows considerable difference in the exposure at say, 
10 feet 0 inches R.D. (Novemher, 1947, and .January, 1948, have the same M.S.L.). 
This variation in exposure is not therefore entirely due to the variation in M.S.L., 
but the composition of the tide for the month is an important factor. There is 
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reason to assume that the exposure will also vary considerably from year to year 
as Zanefeld (1937) has shown that tidal levels may alter considerably from one 
year to the next. As regards the effect of exposure on littoral organisms it can 
be seen that the level of the organism on the shore must oe noted accurately in 
relation to tidal levels. and that the exposure is governed by two variables; the 
M.S.L. and the composition of the monthly tides and their relation to M.S.L. 
The month of December is one of great tl'ial for littoral animals and plants 
due to the variable weather liable to be encountered during' that month. With low 
tides and heavy rainfall those animals and plants which are stenohalic must have 
a trying time. January showed itself to be a critical month for stenothermal 
organisms. April and October will greatly eliminate those organisms of low 
individual adaptability due to the equinoctial change over of the 'low low' tide. 
July is the month of maximum cold and stenothermal organisms must again suffer 
in this month. 
In conclusion we find that December, January, April, July and October are 
months of some trial for littoral animals in Southern Tasmania. In this the 
€mphasis lies on December, January and July which are critical months. These 
conclusions may apply in a general sense throughout Southern Australia. Further, 
it has been shown that the M,S.L. and the exposure at' a point on the shore vary 
from month to month. 
PART V.-SHORE TOPOGRAPHY 
(a) The Estuary of the Ri1'er Derwent 
The river is tidal to beyond New 'Norfolk. For much of this distance the 
river is composed, mainly of fresh water with a layer of salt water on the bed 
of the river. The banks of the Derwent in the upper tidal reaches are of a fresh 
water facies and show little or no evidence of saltwater. For the purposes of 
this work it is intended that upper limit of the area surveyed shall be at Bridge-
water and the lower limit is the mouth of the estuary on an imaginary line drawn 
between Pierson Point on the West bank of the river and Cape Direction on the 
East shore. 
(1) The West Shore 
The upper part of the stretch df shore under consideration has marshes on 
this bank and at low tide considerable areas of mud flats are exposed, with a 
miximum exposure at the bird sanctual'yabove the bridge at Bridgewater. Th'ere 
are numerous muddy shoals- in the stretch of river immediately below the bridge. 
Between Bridgewater and Cadbury's (Dogsear Point) the river is of varying 
width with low headlands and several large' bays. There is' a deep water channel 
with a depth of not less than 4 fathoms. The bays are mostly .shallow with 
shoals, reefs and sunken logs. There are certain exceptions as some of the bays, 
e.g., Claremont, are of 3 or 4 fathoms depth. The bank of the river is low-lying 
and composed of marshes and muddy sand beaches with low points of mudstone. 
At Cadbury's the river swings sharply East, then West before flowing South 
again. This diversion is caused by a ridge of mudstone where the factory is 
situated. The water at this point is deeper than usual being 36 feet to the bottom. 
Beyond Cadbury's the river is broad and of uniform depth as far downstream as 
the Zinc Works. Prince of Wales Bay opens by a narrOw entrance into the main 
channel immediately North of the Zinc Works. It is an enclosed bay of a fairly 
uniform depth of four fathoms and has two small streams entering it. The bay 
suffers from pollution from, the refuse dump of the. Glenorchy Municipality, 
open drains and to a .lesser extent from factory effluvia from the development 
area at Derwent Park. 
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The Zinc Works is situated on a point some 225 feet in height. The estuary 
at this point is narrow being less than one half of a mile in width. The Zinc 
Works uses electrolytic processes and there is very little effluvia or pollution of 
the river. The water is of sufficient depth to permit ocean going vessels to berth 
at the wharf at the Works. Here there are 10 fathoms of water. 
From the Zinc Works to the open sea at Storm Bay the river flows due South 
and is of gradually increasing width to a maximum of 3~ miles at the mouth. 
Immediately beyond the Zinc Works, New Town Bay extends in a Westerly 
direction. The maximum depth of this river is four fathoms. The North shore 
is of rocks with low cliffs. At the head of the bay New Town Creek enters the 
bay and here also is the Hobart City refuse dump. The South shore has flat 
reefs of decomposed igneous material which are covered by a thin film of mud 
supporting a large Nereid fauna. There are low cliffs at the top of the shore 
and they form the next promontory, Cemetery Point. The reefs do not extend 
beyond the entrance to New Town Ba~'. 
The next bay, Cornelian Bay, is of coarse sand at the Cemetery Point end 
and is composed of sandy mud at the Railway end. There is a negligible amount 
of fresh water entering the bay. The shore line from Cornelian Bay to the next 
point, Macquarie Point, is of stones with a muddy substratum. In places the 
stones are replaced by a gravel bottom on a substratum of mud. There are 
jetties and wharves on this stretch of coast and several slipways. Hobart bridge, 
a floating pontoon structure, spans the river below the Newsprint Mills' wharf. 
The shipyards and Naval Station lie half··a-mile downstream from the bridge. 
The Hobart Rivulet enters the Derwent River just upstream from the oil jetty 
at Macquarie Point. A few yards out from the oil jetty a large sewage outfall 
causes a considerable upwelling of water. At the time of writing the Marine 
Board of Hobart are carrying out construction work on the stretch of shore 
between the oil jetty and the port of Hobart. This shore line is composed of an 
artificial wall but this will probably undergo some alteration in view of the 
extension work. 
The port of Hobart lies in Sll11ivan's Cove. Ocean Pier lies at the Northern 
end and Prince's Pier at the Southern end of the Cove. A true shore line 'is not 
visible anywhere on this stretch of shore as most of this area is reclaimed. 
At extreme low. water a line of stones is exposed at the Arygle Street .end of 
Constitution Dock. Fresh water from street drainage enters this dock. 
An artificial shore line extends around Battery Point. Below this wall is a, 
foreshore of boulders. The wall i(l replaced by a low cliff at the Port Huon 
Fruitgrowers Factory. This cliff continues for some distance being broken by 
several small inlets which have a very muddy substratum with a number of 
small stones embedded in the mud. The cliffs terminate just before the outlet 
of the Wellington Rivulet. 
At the Wellington Rivulet a coarse sand-shingle beach with a few loose stones 
extend; almost as far as the Sandy Bay site of the University. .A new promenade 
of loose stones and soil is in the course of construction at this point. It is not. 
yet possible to judge what effects' this will have on the shore facies. Immediately 
off-shore the substratum at the University end is composed of a sandy mud 
with a large Nereid fauna. A small amount of fresh water enters the sea at 
this spot and flows down a concrete channel for the last few yards of the outfall. 
A low sea wall runs alongside the Sandy Bay Road for a hundred yards and 
this is replaced by a series of low cliffs which terminate at Dunkley's Point, better 
known as Wrest Point. The substratum is of sand. Beyond the point the road 
runs alongside the beach for some distance with a wall 20 feet high separating 
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it from the sea. This wall is intertidal inl the lower portions. Following on this 
wall there is a stretch of coast with sandy bottom and rocky cliffs varying between 
5 and 20 feet in height. A long sandy beach forms most of the intertidal region 
and this terminates in a sandy spit at Long Point which is backed by sand dunes. 
Long Beach is of sand and separates Long Point from Blinking Billy Point. The 
la tter is composed of large boulders of sedimentary and igneous material lying 
on a rock outcrop of dolerite. The main sewage outfall for Hobart lies off this 
point. 
Next there is a sandy beach which runs for about one hundred yards to 
another small point. Above extreme high water mark there is a belt of pebbles 
which extends along the length of the beach. Above the pebbles are sheer cliffs 
of mudstone which are never less than 30 feet high. 
This general type of coast, a rocky point followed by a beach, continues as 
far as Crayfish Point near Taroona. The upper regions of the beaches are usually 
of a rocky nature. The most noticeable feature of the coast is the absence of 
any kind of rock platform such as is commpn further down the coast although 
there are several large rocky masses on various parts of the foreshore. 
At Crayfish Point the coast swings sharply through a right angle and runs 
in a westerly'direction. The beach on this stretch of coast is composed of sand 
with several rocky outcrops. At the end of "this sandy stretch there are high 
vertical cliffs which follow the general North-South trend of the shoreline. At the 
bottom of the cliffs are screes and small rock platforms. These high cliffs continue 
as far along the shore as Kingston. 
At Kingston there is a long beach of some half-a-mile in length with fine 
sand and no rocks. A river, Brown's River, enters the estuary at approximately 
a quarter of the distance along the beach from the Hobart end. Between Kingston 
and the next bay, Blackman's> Bay, there are further steep cliffs. These at first 
have no rock platforms but approaching Blackman's Bay platforms, all of which are 
of mudstone, are found. These platforms extend up to 50 yards out from the base 
of the cliffs and are penetrated by several wave-cut openings of which the largest 
is at the Blow Hole. Perameles Bay is a small indentation just to the North of 
the Blow Hole. 
Blackman's Bay, not 10 be confused with the Blackman's Bay on the East 
Coast at the East end of the Dunalley Cut, is of sand extending for about a 
third-of-a-mile. The Northern head~and is fDrmed of the Southern end of the 
rock platforms. At the Southern end of the beach there is another rock platform 
with a stack called the Pinnacle at the shoreward side of it. The cliffs are high 
and composed of mudstone. Following on Pinnacle Point is a bay which I call 
Boulder Bay on account of the type of foreshore, which is about three hundred 
yards. in length, having an outcrop of mudstone in the middle and ending in a 
rocky point of dolerite. 
A very deep wave cut opening, which has vertical sides and terminates in 
a cave at the landward end, separates this point from the next bay which I have 
called Inaccessible Bay. The shore is of bo"ulders with sheer steep cliffs on the 
landward side. "The coast from this bay as far as Pierson Point is of a similar 
nature with steep cliffs and a stony or rocky substratum. Much of the coast is 
difficult of access. lMany of the bays are more in the nature of indentations than 
true bays such as Blackman's Bay. A noticeable feature is the lack of rock 
platforms. This is not due to a change in rock formation. This part of the 
shore is characterised by a large belt of kelp at a distance of some twenty yards 
off-shore. 
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(2) The East Shore 
In the UPP"I' reaches this shol'e is similar in form to that descl'ibecl ahov(· 
for the West side of the river. About a mile below Bridgewater the River Jordan 
enters the main stream. This river is of considerable width but in summer tll," 
amount of fresh watel' being added by it to the main stream is very smalL 
Below this river the East bank of the estuary is of a more uniform natur" 
than the ~West. Opposite Cadlmry's the bank of the river is steep but the I.'est 
of Lhe shore is of gentle slopes with stony beaches. This type of bank continue~ 
as i'aJ' as Risdon Cove, an inlet with a small stream at the head of it. Almost 
opposite the Zinc Works there is a vertical slope of rock known as Bedlam Walls. 
Between Risdon and Lindisfal'ne Bay there are two long narrow indentations each 
with a small stream at the head of it. The smallel' of the indentations is Shag 
Bay and the lal'ger is Geilston Bay. 
Lindisfal'ne Bay is of a muddy substJ'atuIll with bouldel's and rocky outcrops 
at high tide level. The eoast after Lindisfal'ne is of low rocky cliffs with a sandy 
bottom. This continues beyond Hobart Bridge to Montagu Bay, which is similar 
to Lindisfarne Bay. Montagu Point, a low rocky promontory, separate's Montagu 
Bay from Kangaroo Bay. This bay is also of a similar nature to Lindisfarne Bay 
but has a rubbish tip at the head of it with a small stream entering beside the tip. 
A low headland of mudstone with a narrow rock platform at the foot forms 
Kangaroo Bluff. Beyond this headland is Bellerive Beach, with low sand dunes 
behind the beach. It is composed of sand and is about a mile in length. A small 
point of rocks separates this beach from Howrah Beach, another sandy bay about 
half-a-mile in length with a rocky prominence at the South end. 
From this latter low point the coast is of a, fairly uniform character being 
composed of low rocky prominences with bays having a substratum of sandy mud 
and loose boulders with some rocky outcrops. This type of coast terminates at 
Droughty Point which forms the Northern side of the entrance to Ralph's Bay. 
Ralph's Bay is large and of an enclosed natm'e. It has a Northern and 
Southern arm. The NOl'thern arm extends in an Easterly direction for about 
half-a-mile almost reaching Frederick Henry Bay. It has been joined to this 
bay by a canal. A further arm runs in a Southern direction forming a very 
shallow bay, much of which is only covered by the tide at high water. At the 
head of the bay there is a salt marsh which is now practically cut off by a road 
and is drying out, The larger Southern arm of the bay extends for several miles 
being separated from St0l'l11 Bay only by a narrow neek of sand dunes. There is 
a small bay on the East side of the Southern ar111, Mortimer or Henry ~William Bay. 
The Southern side of the entrance to Ralph's Bay is formed by Gellibrand Point, 
whieh is higher than Droughty Point and has a loose boulder foreshore. 
Tht' shore of the Northern arm is of a sandy mud, while t.he Southern arm 
ranges from almost pure sand and with a shingle admixture to muddy sand, 
and at some places low rocky ditfs are to be found. In both ar111S th81'e are large 
shPll and shell fragment beds to be eneountel'ed at high wat.er level. 
The estuarine side of Gellibrand Point has a shingJe beach followed by a few 
rocky outnops and then Mary Ann Bay whieh has a fon'shore of sand. A rocky 
coastline extcmds fl'om this bay to Opossum Bay, This latU>r is of sand wit.h a 
few low dunes and is t111'cc,-quartel's-of-a-milc in length. A low ]'ocky headland 
>lepal'ates it from another sandy beach, forming the sJl0re oJ Half Moon Bay, 
which is very similar to Opossum Bay both as J'cgards length and nature. ile roc],y 
hpadland with a nal'l'OW x'oek platform extends from the South end of Half Moon 
Bay. This is followed by several small beaches sepm'ated by mudstone areas. 
This type of shore tenninates in Cape Dil'eetioTT which is also of mudstol1l>. 
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The most striking feature of tIl(' topogTaphy of the estuary i" the diffpl'ence 
between the two sides. The East is of a more sheltered nature than the 'ill est, 
This is seen fi'om the larger amount of mud in the shore deposits of the East bank 
The Western side is of the mOTe exposed nature as is seen from the absence of 
mud in the lower regions of the river, and the presence of cliffs and H)ck platforms, 
The rock platfoi'ms are charaderistic of mudstone and are worn along the bedding 
planes of that rock and so dip at a val'ying angle, rarely mOl'e than t~wenty 
deg'J'ees to the West. 
The difference between the shores can be attributed to the effect of a Southel'ly 
or South-Easterly sea. Then' is no island or any form of breakwater in th" 
entrance to the estuary between the Iron Pot (off Cape Direction) and the North 
end of Bruni Island. The full force of the waves of a Southerly or South-Easterly 
sea is thus expended on a stl'etch of shore from just North of Kingston to some-
whel'e South of Inaccessible Bay. A lesHel' force is felt for considerable distances 
on either side of this stl'(~tch of coast. This can easily be seen on a calm day 
with a slight Southerly swell, when the surf will be breaking on the rocks at 
Blackman's Bay, the depth of the waves being as much as foul' feet f1'om crest 
to trough. Undel' the same conditions the East side of the estuary would be calm 
with only small waves. This difference is further accentuated by the very common 
Southerly sea breeze which springs up somewhere about mid-day in summer. 
Short steep seas are whipped up by the breeze and these beat on the West shore 
while the East shore enjoys calm. 
The East shore is not affected similarly by a South-Westerly swell 01' gale 
as Bruni Island and Cape Direction between them forlll a bar to any heavy seas 
breaking on the East shore. 
PART VI.-THE ECOLOGY OF THE BLACKMAN'S BAY ARF.A 
(a) lntror/uci;ion 
The area under consideration extends from Kingston Beach at the North to 
Pierson's Point at the South. The most intensely studied area is at Blackman's 
Bay. Blackman's Bay lies on the 'ill est side of the estuary of the River Derwent 
neal' the entrance to the rivel' from Storm Bay and D'Entrecasteaux Channel. 
Blackman's Bay was chosen as the fil'st area to be studied as it is convenient 
t.o Hohart and can be visited frequently throughout the year. It is sufficiently 
far down the estuary to he fl'ee from i'l'esh water influences, It does not suffer 
pollution by sewage or factol'y effluvia. Blackman's Bay was the operational 
base f01' sho1'1; excursions along the eoast in either direction. 
The coast may be desCl'ibed as semi-exposed. Greatest wave action is 
experienced in the Pierson's Point Lo Lucas Point arca. This is of moderatl' 
severity during a South 01' South-East swell 01' gale. 
The zonation exhibited in this area is studied in some detail and some attentiun 
has been given to the colonization of rock surfaces. 
It is not intend(~d to giVl' full li:lts of the nora and fauna of each of the belts 
examined. In the case of the uppel' n~gions of the shore the lists will be full but 
t.he lower regions will ~only have index and obvious species mentioned. Lists of 
the rnarine fauna of Tasmania are in preparation. 
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(b) Terminology 
The temlS used in the classifieation of the intertidal l'egion vary according 
to the vif'ws of every authol', Kjellman (1877) described the Littoral region as 
lwing from E,H,W,S.T. to E.L.W.S.T" the suhlittoral from E.L.W.S.T, to 20 
fathoms and the Elittoral as being helovv' 20 fathoms. SeJ'lJandel' (1917) considel'ed 
the reg'ion alJove the littoral to be the Epilittontl. 
l'C'C'ognized the SupraJittol'a1, Tidal and Sublittoral. 
Bright (19ii8rt and 1938b) 
Zanefelt! (lH371 ('ombine'j 
the Epi,littol'al of ~kl'nander vvith thl' classification of Kjellman hut with man~r more 
subdivisions of the Littoral. Stephenson, Stephenson and duToit (19;:;7) l'C'co,gnised 
thn'e zones based on the dominant forms found there namely an llPP"l' Littol'ina 
zone, a median Balanoid and a lower Patella cochlear zone. Below tIle latter 
was the' Sublittoral fringe which belongs to thl' Sublittoral area. 
In Austl<alia, Hedley (1915) found Upper, Median and Lower WIWS at 
Maroubl'a and ,loi1nston (lH17) found four or five zones at Caloundl'a. Pop" 
(1943) and Dakin, Bennett and Pope (lB48) all followed the South Afl'ieal1 
workers. Edmonds (H148) recognised similar zone's hut bas(~d t.he limits of these 
zones on the work of Cl'anwell and ]\I[oore (H108) and Olivcr (19:3:3). 
VVhile it is necessary to considel' the sub-zoncs rccognised on the shore in 
view of local conditions, it has to be borne in mind that there exists an overall 
zonation which is common to most parts of the world. This has been pointed out 
in a most timely paper by Stephenson and Stephenson (1~)49). Thc basic z.onation 
throughout the world is described. The tel'minology adopted by these authors is 
that which will he followed in this, and all suhsequent parts, of tlw present work. 
The Supl'alittol'al is that zone ahove the uppel' limit of LittOl'inids. The Supra-
littoral fringe extends ~fl'ol11 the upper limit of Littol'inids to the upper limit of the 
bal'llacles. The Midlittoral is the barnacle zone extending down as far as the uppel' 
limit of the Laminal'ians. The lnfralittoral fringe is fn)1T1 the UPPPl' limit. of the 
Laminarians to E.L.W.S.T., and the Infralittoral zone is below the extreme limit 
of tides. 
The littoral region extends from E.H.W.S,T. to KL.W.S.T, but authors do 
not favour the retention of the term littoral due to too much ambiguity as to its 
aetual meaning. 
The level of E.L.W.S.T. in Tasmania is considered to be the level of extreme 
low water spring tides plus the extreme effects produced by wind and barometric 
pI'eS8m·e. This is the level shown on the tidal re<:orciel' and it is this level with 
which we are concel'ned. 
(c) The Physical Environment 
This has already been descl'ibed in some detail in Parts III and IV of this 
work The details noted in the earlier parts apply at Blackman's Bay without 
very much modification from those described for Hobart. There may be more 
insolation experienced due to the effed of the summer 8('a breezes 011 Mount 
\Velling-ton. As noted previously coloud :f01'l11S on Mount ~Wellington in summer 
when the aftel'noon sea breeze blows up the rive'!'. This shades the South part 
of Hobart but 13lackman's Bay and fm'ther South al'l~ not in the ell'ea covered 
by the clouds, 
(el) TO])()!Jl'flphU 
Blaekman's Bay lies on the West side of the Derwent esLuaJ'Y. The general 
relationships of the bay to the, shore as a whole have been noted in Pmt HI 
of this \vo]"k. 
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At both the. North and South ends of the bay there are low headlands of 
lllUdstone. Rock platforms extend out fen' some distance from the bases of the 
cliifs. The bay is composed of a sandy beaeh about a thint of a mile in extent. 
A very small stl'eam enters the sea about half-way along' the beach. The influence 
of the water bnlUght clown by this stn'am is negligible. 
The rod, platform at both the NOlth and South ends of the beach are fonned 
erosion along the bedding planes of the mudstone. This rock dips to the West 
at vc1l'ying small angles. The plaUonns at the South of ttl(' bay aJ'e not as 
extensive as those at the North end, 
To the North of Blaclmlan's Bay the coast is composed of e1iifs with rock 
platforms, This type of coast extends' nearly as far as Kingston where dolerite 
appears. The igneous rock has no rock platform. Pel'ameies Bay is a small 
i11Clentation beyond the Blow Hole at Blac·kman's Bay. It is reach,'d by a small 
path fn1l11 the c:liff top. 
The next point beyond Blackman's Bay is of ig'neoLls matel'ial. This has 
given rise to steep cliffs without rock platforms. Beyond this there are steep 
cliffs of mudst.one 01' tillite, but without rock platform, Where beaches are found 
they are composed of boulders or gravel. This type of coast continues as far as 
Pierson's Point. The bay to the South of Blackman's Bay I have called Boulder 
.Bay. Lucas Point lies about half-way between Blackman's Bay and Pierson's 
Point. 
(c) rvwvc Action 
At no time eould the wave action on the shore be considered as intense. 
The most severe wave action is experienced when a South 01' South-East swell 
is running. This swell comes in between the Iron Pot and the North end of 
Bruni Island and crashes on the shore, especially severely in the Pierson's Point 
area. The waves ai'e not of full oceanic strength but are modified by the shallow 
waters of Storm Bay and by the nal'l'OW entrance to the river. 
Very choppy seas arc experienced off Pierson's Point when the wind coming 
up the D'Entrecasteaux Channel Cl'osses the 'run' of the sea at the North end 
of Bruni Island. 
The quantitative m(,asurement of the intensity of wave action is impossible to 
determine. The reasons fen' this lie in the number of unknown physical factors 
concerned with the effect of winds of different strengths on varying lengths of 
water. The necessities of war produced some researches into this problem, The 
studies were based on the analysis of wave curves but quantitative measures of 
','lave forces al'e not given (' Discovery', 1949). In the absence of any quantitative 
data some compal'ative method of desniiJing the intensity of wave action is all 
that can be nndertaken. 
Fischer-Piette (1932) recognised foul' degrees of exposure to wave action, 
These are 'tres battu, peu battu mais enco)'e depoUl'vu de Fucacees, abl'ite et 
eouvert de li'ueacees pt tres abl'ite', Moore'( 193fi) defines a facto]' for exposure. 
to wave action as the number of clays pel' hundred days in which any wind blows 
into t.he exposed apert.ure of the locality in qllestion, t.he opening being' the sea-
wards aperture measured at a distance of half a mile. 
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The degrees of eXpOSLll'e as descl'ibul by Fischer-Piette cannot be applied to 
Tasmania where there is a general povNty of Fucoids irrespective of the waye 
Itction encountered. MOOl·e (1935) points out that the important factors of the 
effed of a shallow bottom ncar the shore, the distanc(' the wind has hlown OV(T 
the sea are not considered in the definition as given above. Other factors not 
considered are the size of wave produced when the strength of wind and/or 
length of water traversed by the wind are not sufficient to produce the maximl1n; 
wave force. 
The formula proposed below does not answer the precise quantitative measure-
ment of wave action hut it is hoped that it will be of use in the eomparative study 
()f wave forces in different parts of the world. It can also be applied to giving 
an indication of the relative strengths of wave action on a restricted part of a 
'coast or in a small area. 
In the formula of Moore (1935) the wave action considered is the average. 
The average amount of wave action is important in maintaining the stway for 
intertidal organisms but it is the exb'emes of action that will kill or injure 
intertidal organisms. Heavy gales or protractecl calms will both have a deleterious 
effect on the flora and fauna. For this reason averages have been kept out of the 
proposecl formula as much as possible. Similarly meteorological data have" been 
kept to the minimum, as figures of this nature may not be readily available in 
many places that are being studied. 
The formula proposed is based on sea depth and charactel·, M, wind force 
encountered (either reconled at any time or ohserved at time' of visiting), 'iV, th" 
distanee covered by the wind over water, D, and thc topography, T. 
Three types o.f sea are l·ecognised-oceanic, 0, continental shelf or other 
moderate depth, c, and shallow water less than 10 fathoms in depth s. Each of 
these types usually has its own chm·aeteristic wave types, the long oceanic swell 
of great power, the sharp scas of a continental shelf and the comparatively weak 
seas of shallow water. The 8 factol· is included to pl·ovide for such places as 
lagoons, land locked bays and shallow estuaries. Coral lagoons which are usually 
uf 25 to 30 fathoms depth would also be included under the g factor. 
The wind factor is expressed in tHms of the speed of wind ohserved in terms 
of the Beaufort Scale. This is the only quantitative force used but it is impossible 
to avoid doing so. If, in a general vvork, it is not clesired to give an adual 
observed figure for wincl strength, a comparative force can be given which will 
show the approximate wind strengths liahle to be Emcountered in a yearly period. 
To ensure that this is not to he taken for a wind val·iation over a short period 
the BeaufOl"t Scale reading-s should he placed in brackets, e.g. (2-8). 
The distance covered by the wind over water is defined fully below. 
The topographic factor is the most difflcult to define. There al·e two easily 
recog·nised types of coast, thc open coa:lt and the shelterecl coast. The fOl·mel 
('omorises such place;; as rocky headlands 'while the latter includes hays, ('stnaries, 
lochs, &c. Within each of these two majOi· gTOUpS there can be l"(ccognised thl·e0 
further topographical types of coast. These are the fully exposed roek face and 
the sand-sud beach, semi-protected localities and proteded places such as rock 
clefts. For the purposes of this work the fully exposed rock faec and the sand-
surf beach a1·e defined as having no protection whatsoever. A semi-protected 
position is one which is 11l"otected from full wave action, e.g., a sud hea<:h with 
1'1.11 otf-shore reef, a headland-protected bay on an open coast, &c. ,A protected 
place is one in whieh thel·e is little wave action, e.g., a shore facing- rock face. 
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The factors are thus-
M (marine) 
W (wind) 
D (distance) 
0, oceanic. 
c, continental shelf. 
s, shallow waters of less than 10 fathoms. 
The forcp. of wind given in Beaufort Scale. This is 
given as an absolute figure for the time of observa-
tion or as a range encountered over 1 year (in 
brackets). 
0, less than 100 yards. 
1, 100 yards to 1 mile. 
2, 1 mile to 20 miles. 
3, 20 miles to 100 miles. 
4, greater than 100 miles. 
T (topographic) a, exposed coast; 3, fully exposed surfaces. 
2, semi-exposed su'l'faces. 
1, fully protected surfacp.s. 
b, sheltered coast; 3, exposed surfaces. 
2, semi-exposed surfaces. 
1, fully protected surfaces. 
The factors a, 1, 2, 3 and b, 1, 2, 3, being factors of degree of wave action 
have been given in the above order for convenience in working and to avoid a 
division factor. 
A few hypothetical examples will illustrate the operation of this formula. 
Example I.-An open rocky coast on a volcanic island in mid-ocean in a gale 
force wind will suffer wave action equivalent to 0 8 4, a 3. These 
factors should never be multiplied' out. 
Example 2.-A shore on the leeward side of the same island would have a 
wave action equivalent to 0 0 0, b 1. In this case th.e Shore, being 
completely protected by an off-shore wind would be suffering virtually 
no wave action which justifies it being placed in a b, 1 category. 
Example 3.-A semi-protected place in a bay of 5 fathoms depth em a sheltered 
coast with light airs would have an equivalent of 8 1 0, b 1. 
Flexibility has to be allowed in the choice of the category of the coast, 
as indicated in Example 2. In this example an off-shore rock would have a very 
different equivalent. 
While there exist many disadvantages to this formula it does give some 
factor which is of comparative value. It may be cumbersome but practice in 
use soon overcomes difficulty of this nature. It has been, used in several places 
in Tasmania and has been found to function satisfactorily. With practice one 
can read off the actual position and relation of an organism to its immediate 
environment. 
The personal element will figure in all estimations as to whether ~n area 
is protect~d or exposed. The author has in mind for a protected place some area 
or spot where the wave action is never more intense than that produced by 6 inch 
waves. In a comparative work it is suggested that the formula should include the 
maximum' exposure conditions liable to be encountered in the area being studied. 
(f) Zonation 
Fischer (1940) recognised two major zones on the shore at Hobart. The upper 
of these' was populated by Melar-aphe unifasciata (Gray) 'liInd the lower had 
Galeolar-ia caespitosa Lam. as the dominant form. He further states that these 
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20nes are certainly comparable to those defined £01' Sydney by Hedley (1915). 
He was not able to describe the zone separating the Galen/aria zone fronl the 
LnminnTias, in this casE' J1ilncroCijstis pYi'iJera (Turn.). 
The coast falls into the Supralittoral zone, the Supl'alittol'al fringe, th,,' Mid-
littol'al wne, the Infralittoral fringe and the Infralittoral zone as dpiined by 
Stephenson and Stephenson (1949). 
METlllJDS 
The l'ocky parts of the shorp were divided into a senes of transects, each of 
which was studied in detail. The transects were taken at varying' distances fTOI'n 
e>ach other along the shore>. Only the more interesting of these al'P described. 
111 many instances the transects W('l'e too close together and they merely served as 
checks on previous sections. The method broadly followe>d that described by 
Ring and Russell (1909). The relation of the zoning to the tidal !pve!tl was studied. 
Population counts were taken at various levels on the shore. The method of doing 
th.is was by the use of four rulers placed in the form of a squal'e. By this method 
a variable area could be studied without the necessity of constructing wooden squares 
of various sizes. Certain difficulties were experienced on vertical faces but the 
use of elastic bands to hold the rulel's together was found satisfactory. Attempts 
were mad(, to dredge the Infralittol'al zone but these were> not successful. Due to 
the steep gradie>nt into cle>ep water at the edge of the platform it is doubtful if 
the results, had they been obtained, would have been valid. 
Station 
Dates 
Type 
Maximum wave exposure 
Descl'iption 
Geology 
Tidal data 
Physical environment 
Zonation 
TRANSECT 1. (PLATE 2) 
On rock platfo1'l11 at the seaward edge of Pinnacle' Point 
at the South end of Blackman's Bay. 
20th June, 1948, and various dates subsequent to this. 
Semi-exposed rocky coast. 
c (1-8) 2, b 3. 
Transect runs from the North end of the hase of the 
Pinnacle straight out across the platfol'm towards 
the East side of the estuary (Plate 2). The platform 
is not wholly covered by the sea at H.H.W. (For 
tidal terms see Part IV of this work.) If there is a 
heavy swell surf crashes over most of the platform 
at nearly all phases of the tide. The line of transect 
is intersected by three channels which are> to be 
regarded as sublittoral fringe in affinities. 
The platform is worn along the bedding planes of the 
mudstone which dips at varying small angle" to the 
West. 
From the Hobart Recorder. 
As. in Parts III and IV and subsection c above, page Hi8. 
The basic zonation of the transect is as follows:-
Me/o.raphr nnifa8ciata (Gray), Bembicium Iwnl.lm 
(Lam.) barnacle sps., Ga./co/aria caespitosa (Lam.). 
, Patelloid' zone, My til u.s pla.llulatus (Lam.) and 
LaurenciCL botl')foicies Gaillathoid. 
The correlation of these belts with tidal levels is shown in Table V. 
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TABLE V 
The basJc zonation, Transect 1, Blackman's Bay area, and its relation to the 
rp.ajor intertidal zones and tidal levels. Tidal levels are in terms of Recorder 
Datum. 
Melaraphe unifasciata (Gray) 
Bembicium nanum (Lam.) 
Barnacle species 
Galeolaria cae.pitosa (Lam.) 
Patelloid 
Mytilus planulatu8 (Lam.) 
Lcvurencia botryoides (Gaill.) 
Supralittoral Fringe 
Midlittoral Zone 
Midlittoral Zone 
Midlittoral Zone 
Midlittoral Zone 
Midlittoral Zone 
Infralittoral Fringe 
Above 11 feet 7 inches. 
This zone is obscured in lower levels. 
10 feet 5 inches to 11 feet 7 inches. 
9 feet 10 inches to 10 feet 5 inches. 
9 feet 1 inch to 9 feet 10 inches. 
7 feet 11 inches to 8 feet 7 inches. 
Below 7 feet 11 inches. 
Detailed Description of Transect 
In the Transect (Fig. 25) Bembicium nanum does not occur at the edge of 
the platform. The reason for this. is possibly that there is greater wave action 
at the edge of the platform and this species does not favour such action; The 
species is found at the upper end of the platform where wave action is much 
less severe. The extreme seaward edge of the platform is approximately two feet 
above the level of the rest of the platform. This portion of the transect is not 
covered by the tide but surf breaks over it during heavy weather. The effect 
of this wave action is seen in the raised levels at which the forms living there 
are found. The Melaraphe unifasciata living on the top of this ridge is not a 
pure population being mixed with some Enteromorpha and a few barnacles. 
The ridge is just high enough to permit the existence of the Gasteropod. 
MUSSEL 
BEDS 
INFRA 
LITTORAL 
FRINGE 
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PATELLOI D 
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BARNACLES lL1lo.n ... ~' rrl ~~~.BI<;'IUJ-! 8: . 
BARNACLES BARNACLES 
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iDEEP 
II' 
'POND 9' 
I 
l 8' HEIGHT IN R. D. 
FIG. 25.-Transect 1, Pinnacle Point, Blackman's Bay. Only the major features of the zonation are 
shown. Horizontal scale, 1" == 3'; Vertical scale, 1" == 12', 
(1) The Supralittoral Zone 
In the transect' under consideration the Supralittoral zone is composed of 
bare rock with no lichens. One or two small stunted plants of Salicornia sp. 
are found around the base of the Pinnacle while on the cliff face are Mesembry .. 
anthemum acquilaterale Han., Tetragona infiexicorna Hook. and Casuarina distyla, 
Vent. Numerous small terrestrial animals inhabit the cliff face such as lizards, 
rabbits and bandicoots. 
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(2) The Supmlittoral Fringe 
The sole mollusc inhabitating this belt is Melamphe unifasciata (Gray). This 
species shows a very great salinity toleration having been collected in pools from 
which all water had evaporated leaving salt crystals. It has also been collected 
in rain water pools. The species seems to be able to remain alive for considerable 
periods without immersion in water. 
Experiment I.-Determination of the period for which MelaTaphe unifasciata 
can remain alive without water. 
Individuals of this species have been kept in glass jars without water for 
various periods of time. No attempt was made to desiccate the air in the jars 
as it was desired to obtain the period the animals could live under natural 
conditions. The air used was that in the laboratory and it must be regarded 
as drier than that encountered in nature, which is often spray laden. Controls 
were kept living in an aquarium tank half filled with sea water which was being 
aerated. A few individuals were removed from the experimental jars and control 
aquaria, after varying periods of time. On placing these individuals in sea water 
the foot was always extended, usually almost immediately. Some indiv,iduals took 
up to five minutes to extend the foot. This greater time did not bear any relation 
to the length 01 time the molluscs were without water. It is probably an individual 
characteristic and stresses the importance of using at. least half a dozen specimens 
at each examination. After a 'period of 70 days without water, specimens placed 
in sea water all took nearly 5 minutes to extend the foot. After 74 days \fithout 
water some individuals extended the foot only after 10 hours. Others were dead. 
It is thel~efore concluded that a period of over 70 days without water is likely to 
lead to individual deaths and that specific death will ensue after a period of more 
than 74 days. This is a much longer period without water than would ever be 
encountered under natural conditions. 
From the combination of observations in nature and the above experim~nts 
it can be concluded that M elaraphe unifasciata is not mortally affected by short 
term extremes of salinity and it can resist any period without water which it is 
likely to encounter naturally. Broekhuysen (1940), has shown that there exists 
a close correlation between the salinity at which a species ceases to crawl and 
the vertical distribution of that species. In 1tl elaraphe nnifasciata crawling was 
greatly inhibited at a salinity of 16·0 grs./mllle. and ceased at approximately 
14·0 grs./mille. Thesefigures are not as low as those given for Littorina'knysnaensis 
Philippi by Broekhuysen (1940). 
In the particular trans~ct under consideration there are no other macroscopic 
animals occurring in this belt. A lichen, which I have been unable to identify, 
is found very sparsely in the belt. It is the only plant species found. 
Exposure in the Supralittoral fringe varies from 100 per cent to 98 per cent 
in January (the month of m~ximum exposure) to 74 per cent to 90 per cent in 
May (the month of minimum exposure). These figures are based on the levels 
at the landward end of the transect and not the elevated levels at the end of the 
platform. The percentage exposure is obtained from the monthly exposure curves 
in Part IV of this work. 
(3), The Midlittoml Zone 
Within this, zone there are five belts. Reading from the top of the zone down 
they are the belts of Bembicium nanmn, a barnacle belt, Galeolaria belt, a Patelloid 
belt and a Mytilus planulatus belt. Distributed throughout the belt is the lichen 
noted above. It reaches maximum development in the barnacle belt. , 
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lJcmbiciulil. nanuin is dominant in the upper l'egion of the Midlittoral. It follows 
imruediately below NJelaraphe nl1ifCLBcinta. At the junction of these two belts 
the1"e is a mixing' of the two species forming a na1'1'OW mixed band of some 
g inches vertical width. This mixing is a featun' of the upper' and lower limits 
of Yllost of the belts seen. 
The belt may be submerged at 'high high' watel' with the minimum exposure 
m Dray (51 per cent) and the maximum exposUJ.·(, in January (98 per eent). 
A pal'allel expel'iment to that described above (Exp. ]) was carried out on 
individuals oJ Benlbiciwnl lIumun. The l'esults of Exp8rimcnt 2 showed that 
specimens of lJelnbici.mi1 Twnmn died at various timcs between 51 and 59 days 
after their last immersion in watel'. 
Individuals of Bell/bieillin nannll/. have been colleeLed well down in the barnacle 
belt which follows below their normal zone. 
The barnacles are chiefly of three species, Ehninius JIluc/cstus Darwin, 
Ch(liiiUl.ewipho columna (SpenglcJ") and ChthCLmalu.s sp. The barnacles are found 
on the surface and on the seaward edge of the platform. The species on the 
latt€I' place are mostly Chamaesi]Jho columna. and Chthwlnalus sp., but those on 
the sudace of the platform are of the three species notcd above. The ChtlwmCLius 5p. 
ext€nds further up the shore than does Ehninl:nsmoclcstus while Chamacwipho 
colzorma is the most restricteel in distribution, being confined to the lower parts 
of the zone. The upper limit of Ehninius 1110dcstus is about the lichen patches 
described below. 
The barnacles prefer places which aye shelten,d hom strong insolation and, 
at the same time, exposed to some wave action. The barnacles are largest and 
most numerous on the seaward face of the platform. Here they experience early 
mOl'ning sun and are exposed to the full amount of wave action. Where there are 
similar conditions of sun exposure but less wave action the barnacles are small. 
The barnacles on the exposed face reach their maximum development at a 
height of 11 feet 2 inches, Reconter Datum (R.D.). Above or below this level 
they decrease in size (Table VI and Fig. 2(j). The theoretical expOSUl·e at this 
level varies hom 90 per cent in January to 62 per cent in May, but is of very 
little value as spray from waves must alter the exposure considel·ably. \Vhile spray 
is able to reduce the amount of desiccation that a species has to suffer, it does not 
offer the same opportunity for feeding as does constant immersion. In the ease of 
plankton feeders such as barnacles the upper limit of their vertical distribution 
will he controlled by the factors of desiccation and expOSllre in the most general 
sense and also by the time available for the obtaining of food. In the particular 
case under consideration the increase in exposure during the summer will be te} 
some extent off-set by the shelter obtained from the sun. 
TABLE VI 
Relation between the size of barnacle and the level on the shore at which it 
is found. 
Size of barnac·le Level on shure Size of barnac.1e Height on shore 
in mms. in H.D. in mms. in R.D. 
5.0 13' 2" 14.1 11' 8" 
5.75 12' 11" 15.5 11' S" 
6.90 12' Sf! HU} 11' 2" 
7.75 12' :)" 1:;.0 10' 11" 
111.0 1"' 2" HUJ 10' 8" 
12.0 11' 11" 7.75 10' fi" 
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Individual hal'nades living at the same 01' even lower levels than those on 
the face of the platform are much smaller in size than the exposed barnacles. 
Those which are subjected to isolation on the horizontal rock surfaces are rarely 
mOl'e than 5·0 111111, in hf'ight. 
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FIG. 2(L---Graph of the relation between the size of barllac]e :in mrns. and the h{~'ig'ht un t.he shore 
aj- \vhich it 1s fOllnlt. 
The lateral plates of the barnacles on the seaward face of th(~ platform 
project above the terga. Then, is a correlation between the amount of this 
projection and the height of the barnacle on the shon' (Table VII and Fig. 27). 
There is also S0111e correlation bc,tween the ,.ize of the barnacle and the amount 
of the above projection but this is obscured by the fact that many of the lateral 
plates hav(, been broken, In all the above cases the iigures are based on an 
average of a count of 10 individuals in a restricted al'ea, It is not possible to 
count 1110re individuals as a change in the conformation of the rock gives a 
change in the form of the barnacle. A barnacle growing on a eJeft in the rocks 
is larger than one growing on a level surface. Specimens growing on a vertical 
surface may differ from either of the above. 
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TABLE VII 
The height of the latN'al plates of bal'nacles above the tel'ga in relation to 
the level on the shore 'at which the barnacles are found. 
HeighL on Shore 
in R.D. 
1'" ., 2" 
12' 11" 
12' S" 
12' 5" 
12' 2" 
11' 11" 
8 
6 
4 
2 
, 
10 
Overlap of plates 
in nnns. 
1.8 
2.0 
2.0 
1.8 
2.2 
2.G 
Height on Shure 
in n.D. 
11' 8" 
11 ' 51' 
11' 2" 
HI' 11" 
10' W' 
I!)' r)" 
, 
12 
Overlap of plates 
in mnl.'3. 
;}.2 
4.0 
G.O 
5.5 
fi.75 
7.75 
F'w. 27 .~·-Relati()n between the heig'ht at whiL'h a h::l.l'naele is found OIl the shore and the- distance 
t.he lateral vJaLes projed above the terga (in nl1'~lS.). 
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Bal'nades are most numerous at the seaward end of the platform, an average 
of three 'picked random' counts being :no individuals per 10 em. square. 
A 'picked l'andom' count may be defined as a count taken at l'andom in an area 
picked out as not showing any specialized or abnormal features. On the top of 
the piatform at the seawanl edge, where the spray must not be very mUCh less 
than that expeJ"ienced by the vertical face, th(c number of individuals pel' 10 em. 
square is only 45. 
On the upper surface of the platfoJ"Jl1, at A on the tl'ansect (Fig. :25), in a 
mixed belt of BelilbiciuIJ1 JwrW!l1 and ChtlwnwluH sp., there oceuJ"s an irregular 
patch of lichen. This patch is approximately 4 feet in length and 5 feet in width 
The rock between the lichen is densely populated by Elm.inills 17!UciCStllS, Chthwnaius 
sp., Bemb'icinm nan-aln, young lliJe/ClJ'((pJte llni/nscia.tu and the Lamellibranch La8UJ'rt 
au.stniJis (Lam.). The density of population of the various species both i.n the 
lichen patch and on the surrounding rock is shown in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
The density of population of certain animal sp2eies on a lichen patch 
compared with those on nearby bare rock 
Spe'Cies 
Elm,initt.'O modesttU'; Darwin and 
Chtharnal'Us sp. 
fJnnb£ciu'nl nanU1n (Lam.) 
I~1 clarap}/(; Il nifasr:iata (G ray) 
lA1..'"a.CCL ftustraJiH (Lam.) 
NnmLel'S on lichen 
100 to 146 per 10 ern. sq. 
12 pel' :JO em. sq. 
~)O pel' 10 (~m. sq. 
,10 per 10 ('111, sq. 
Numb0YS on bare rock 
2:1 pel' 10 Cln. sq. 
1 to :'. pel' 80 em. ~q. 
Nil 
Nil 
The lichen only formed dense patches at two places on the whole platform. 
The reasons for this limited distribution are somewhat obscure. The substratum 
chosen by the lichen for dense colonization is pitted by numerous hollows Up to 
. 3 inches in diameter. Similar areas of rock at the same level are to be found on 
the platform but the dense lichen only OCCUl'S at one other place with a smoother 
substratum. 
As the barnacles E!milliuB modeslus and Chthauw,!u8 sp. al'e widespread on 
the platform at ilw level of the lichen patches, the incl'ease of numbers per unit 
area in these patches must be regarded as conelated with the presence of the 
densely packed lichen. 'Where the lichen occurs as very small patches there is 
no increase in th~ numbers of barnacles per unit area. The retention of moisture 
by the lichens is the probable reason for the increase in the population of the 
barnacles and other species. The lichen would further give; assistance to the 
barnacles at the most cl'itical period of their life histOl'Y, namely at the time of 
settling of the cYP1'id larvae. The lichen would act as a sieve which would atTest 
the larvae prim to their settling. It would also assist the larvae to remain in 
the one area when, as has been shown by Visscher (1928), they are testing- the 
substratum before fixation. Shelter from insolation would give a greater percentage 
successful spatfal!. Pyefinch (1(148) has shown that in the case of Bnlan?w 
balanoides the settlement is confined primarily to cl'acks, crevices and other 
irreglllal'ities of the surface. The lichen will virtually incl'ease the number of 
cl'evices on the platform surface. 
The lichen also oifers protection for the Gastropods and Lasara, (tustralis. 
This Lamellibranch does not o~cur on the surrounding platform and its presence 
here in such large numbers gives some indication of the intertidal population, 
that might b2 encountered, if there were some algae capahle of colonizing the 
region. 
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The exposu1'C in the belt is 18 per cent to 100 per cent in May and 48 per cent 
to 100 per cent in January. It must be emphasised that thesengures are based 
on the barnacles situated on the vertical face at the end of the platform. More 
valid figures may be obtained by considering the bal'nacles further back on the 
shelf towards the Pinnacle. 'rhe exposure for barnacles at X (Fig. 25), a sun-
and wave-sheltered channel, are 18 per cent to 58 pel' cent in May and 48 per cent 
to 90 pel' cent in January. At Y, a sun exposed and wave sheltered place, the 
figures for May are 40 pel' cent to 58 per cent and in ,January 82 per cent to 
90 pel' cent. These figures, being based on average tidal levels for a month, 
do not take into account the extremely high tides which may be encountered, 
nn]' do they allow for the above average normal high tide. 
The barnacle fbln qnadriva/vis Cuvier is found in clefts in this belt. It is 
not common and occurs within the range of Elrninius 'mudestw.;. 
The serpulid worm Gn/colariu. cu.esjJitosa (Lam.) forms a belt of calcareous 
tllbcs below the barnacles (Plate 1). The upper limit of the Galeo/m'ia belt 
is mixed with barnacles. The lower limit extends down into the JlIlyti/lIs plannlatilB 
belt. 
The belt is not extensively colonized by other forms. This is due partly to 
the intensity of serpulid colonization and to other reasons which will be discussed 
below. The worm tubes do not produce masses up to (i inches deep such as have 
been found in other places in Tasmania, but fornl a thin continuous incrustation 
not more than two tubes thick. On a vertical face the width of the pure belt 
rarely exceeds 4 inches. 
Exposure in the Galeo/a.ria belt is from 15 per cent to 22 pel' cent in May 
and 60 per cent to 73 per cent in .T anual'y. 
The worm tubes extend into the next belt, that of several Palella-like 
organisms, namely PCitelloida Cilticosta,ta Angas, Siplional'in dicmencnsis Quoy 
and Gaim. and Cellnnu 'v({'}'iegcctcc (Blainville). 
The zone is well defined. The upper levels are invaded by GaleolCiJ'1:a and a 
few Elminius '})1ociestus and Chthainl,u.s sp. The lower levels are invaded by a 
few small Cu.tophl'agmu.s polymans Darwin. In the lower part of this belt there 
is to be found a sub-belt of BTachyociontes rost1'atns Dunkel'. The belt is not 
continuous but occurs regularly at this level on different parts of the coast and 
is of sufficient importance to warrant inclusion as a sub-belt. These mussels 
p1'(,fer to live in clefts but are also found on flat rock surfaces. The sub-belt is 
not more than 6 inches in vertical height. f"nsaen o/ltstrl1iis oceurs very plentifully 
among the b.yssus strands of the mussel, as do also occasional individuals of the 
Cl'ab Helice lws'WcUinmcs (Whitelegge). 
Other species encountered in t.he belt are 'l'eh'aclita rmr1mrCCRcens (Wood), 
Patelloicia, mu.rnwnda Gaim., Patella ida eonoid('a Quoy and Gaim. and Pcdelloida 
cnntho,'I'I.I,s (Reeve). . 
The density of population of this belt is not very high. SI:phonal'1:n dic'nlCnensis 
numbering 2(i per 30 cm. sq. and BrachyocZontes lostm.t1lS 10 pel' 10 em. sq. Where 
B,rostndns does occur it is usually closely packed but the arc a thus occupied may 
be very small. The harnacle Tetraclitcc jYUI'])'u}'ccscens is very rare, only one being 
noted during the examination of the whole platform. 
The exposure in the Pu.telloid belt is 8 pel' cent to 38 per cent in May and 
2fi pel' cent to 82 pel' cent in January. As the belt is only found where there is 
some wave action the upper limits of exposure aTe modified by splash. 
The lower limit of the Midlittoral is marked by large beds of the mussel 
Mytiiu,s p/o.'nulnt'Us Lam. These beds oceur mainly on the shelf at the seaward 
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end of the platform (Plate 2). ] t is possible to collect on these beds only at 
, low low' water with a ("aIm sea. Only a few mussels are found in the ehannels 
which intersect the platform. 
The mussels are <:losely paeked and several deep. They f01'111 a 
protective layer to a varied fauna living below them and also serve fOl' the 
attachment of other sedentary forms. A space of about 1 inch separates thlc 
mussels Il'om the rock. The substratum is covered Ly a thin layer of silt, debris, 
valves of Lamellibl'anchs and excreta. The effieiency of the mussels in redueing; 
wave aetion can be seen fl'om the presence of this fine deposit. 
The mussel association may be considered in terms of the epibiose, hypohio~e 
and endobiose of Gislen (1980). The cpibiose fauna and flora consists of those 
forms dwelling on the mussels, the hypobios(' is formed of animals dwelling below 
the mussels and the endobiose comprises a few bUl'1'owing forms which live ill 
the silt. To these must be added a few forms dwelling; inside the mussels. 
The hypobiose contains most of the fauna of tlw mussel beds. 
The forms dwelling on the outer surfaces of the mussds are mainly barnaeles 
and algae. The most common barnacles are Elmirl.1:u.s modestu.s, Chthlt!mus sp, 
and Catophmg'lnus poiY'Inel'lls, Othel' species to be found are Tctmciita pU)'pur-
OSCe1IB, Elminius sirl1.plex Darwin and Chcl'Ill,aesi])ho CO/UIi/fUL, The lateral plates 
of the bal'nacles living on mussels in the lowest part of the beds have a red-brown 
microscopic alga living on them. The alga does not form the 'age indicators' 
as described by Parke and Moore (1935) nor does it appear to be penetrative. 
Algae are not common living on the outside of the mussel shells, Ulva 
Laetuca L., Polysiphonici sps., Gigar'tinn sps. and Lnnrencin botryoicles (GailI.) 
are the most C0111mon species to be found, Uh;a sps. are very frequently found 
associated with mussel beds in different parts of the world. Cotton (1910) noted 
that the mussels formed a suitable substratum for this alga. 
Inhabiting the algae are several species of annelid worms, mostly of the 
genus NC'l'cis and Leptonel'eis, numerous amphipods, including N[cga.moern (Uemen-
ensis Haswell and a tanaid. The tanaid is very eommon. One small Polys'iphonin 
plant about 5 inches in height harboured thirty of these erustaceans. 
Dwelling below the mussels are very large numbers of a crab of the family 
Porcdlanidae (? PctJ'olisthes sp.). There are more than 100 individuals of this 
species to the 30 em. sq. Various species of amphipods are very numerous. These 
crustaceans swim in the water when it. is still and as soon as a wave comes in 
they seize hold of whatever firm object happens to be at hand. 
The flatworm Leptoplana uu,sfrnlis Laidlaw is very plentiful in dead mussel 
shells. As many as 12 have been taken from one sh(~ll but not all of the dead 
shells are inhabited by them. 
Other species found below the mussels are COininellCi lineo/uta (Lam.), 
Patel101:da a}t'icostata Angas, Patelloida eO'ILoidea Quoy and Gaim., VCIIPr"u)Jsis 
diemenensis Quoy and Gaim" OstrcCl 'uirescens Angas, Mon:iClione Gray, Helice 
has10ellian,1.is and a Ca,ncrid Decapod. There are also many species which I have 
not found possible to identify, such as several isopods, three species of anemone 
and some simple aseidians. It is worth recording that these latter a1'''' not Pyur(( 
praepu,tialis (Heller). 
The endohiose consists of several burrowing worms whieh live in the silty 
deposit below the mussels. The only other burrowing form present is Sa:x:ic(fva, 
australis (Lam.). 
Living inside the mussels are numerous specimfms of the pea crab Fu/n:a 
h ic/('}nani GuileI'. A considerable proportion of the mussels are infected by these 
crabs (Guiler, 1949). Two specimens of the crab 11 u/ical'cim.IR 01HifuR (Stimpson) 
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have been found inside mussels. It is thought that this infestation was accidental 
as the crab is eommon below the mussels and has also been found on Comllino. 
An all1phipod was found on one occasion living on the edge of the mantle of a 
mussel. Only one specimen was noted in this habitat. Its occurrence then' may 
have been accidental. 
The lower limit of the mussels is very sharp. They are replaced by a thick 
mat of Loul'encin sps. The eonclusions of Kitching (1987) that slow growing 
perennials choke other f01'111s and eventually dominate colonization of the upper 
Snblittoral probably apply to the area under consideration. 
The depredations of certain non-intertidal echinoderm species are snggested 
by Newcombe (1985) as the reason for the sudden lower limit of the mussels in 
some East Canadian beds. In the absence of similar species on the Tasmanian 
beds the conclusions of Kitehing offer the only possible explanation for the sharp 
delimation of the mussels in Tasmania. 
The mussel community can be compared with that described by Newcombe 
(loc. eit.). The most salient feature is tbe richness of the algae of the Canadian 
mussel beds in compal'ison with the povelty of the Tasmanian beds. N eweombe 
records 17 species, some of which, such as Ji'UCII,S 'uesic'I,r,/osns L. and Ascophyliuni 
nodosnm Le J 01 are very common and rank as co-dominants. The Canadian beds 
are preyed upon by many more carnivorous types than have yet been found on the 
Tasmanian beds. The majority of mussel deaths on the former are attributed to 
stal"fishes, urchins and Nucella, lapillns (L.). 
It may he noted here that all the mussels in Southern Tasmania are not 
intertidal. Individuals of the same species as the majority of the intertidal 
specimens, 111ytaus planillatus, are, found in several fathoms of water, mostly in 
sheltered bays. The lack of air exposure does not seem to have any deleterious 
effect on the mussels, though it has been shown by Young (1946) that exposure 
to air assists spawning. 
The time of the year at which the Tasmanian mussel spawns is not known. 
It may be noted that the North Pacific mussel, Mytilw, californianus, spawns all 
the year round with maxima in October and the spring (Whedon, 198fJ, and 
Young', 1946). 
Mussel beds are not found in sheltered places. 
to the well-being of mussels. Fox and Coe (1948) 
detritus constitutes more than four-fifths of the 
Some wave action is essential 
have shown that finely divided 
food of 1I1yliins caJi/m·ninnI.lB. 
In the beds under consideration the sea is rarely completely calm and there is 
also a quantity of suspended matter brought down by the river. The sea is also 
fairly rich in coastal plankton. These conclusions could not be applied to dredged 
mussels from sheltered inlets. The problem there is different due to the lack of 
algae to restrict growth. There is little wave action to stimulate the mussels 
but there is usually a considerable amount of suspended matter. 
The exposure of the mussel beds val'ies from 0 pel' cent to 8 PCl' cent in 
Nfay to 0 pel' cent to 27 pel' cent in J annal·Y. 
(4) The lnfraiittoml PJ"in.,ge 
The Infl'ajittoral fringe is represented by two distinct types of shore. The 
exposed end of the platform and the exposed channels at the South end of the 
platform are both very similar in appearance but the channels at the North end 
are sheltered from the most severe weather and present a vel'y diffcl'ent fa(".ies 
from the exposed plaees. 
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The exposed channels and the edge of the platform are characterized by HlP 
sudden appearance of the algae as the dominant type. A dense algal mat of 
Laurencia sps., Poiysiplioniri sps. and several red algae immediately replaces the 
mussels. As an overcurtain to this there is a forest Xiphophora 8p., Macru-
cystis pyri/eJ'(L (Turn.) Agar-dh. and the asci dian Hu/tenia, pachydernwtiluL Herdrn. 
The detailed fauna of these channels and the vertical face of the platform is 
difficult to examine as there is deep water immediately off the edge of the platform. 
The channels on tlw North side of the platform are all, with the exeeption 
of one, short and shallow. The exceptional one crosses the platform from North 
to South but is very high up on the shore and is only filled at 'low high' and 
'high high' tides. There are boulders of varying sizes in the bottom of thcse 
channels which furnish protection for a varied fauna. 
The great majority of the fauna of the Northern channels falls very sharply 
into the hypobiose of Gislen. Among these species are Plaxiphura nlbidn (Blain-
ville), SCUtU8 antipodes Montfort, Subninelln nndulrttus (Martyn), Macrochisnw 
tasmaniae Sowerby, Hai?:otisnoevosa Martyn, Cmninella. lin.eolata (Lam.), Pntclloida 
1:n)'adiata (Reeve), Paielloidtt conoidea Quoy and Gaim., Fusinusno1Hwholiandiae 
Reeve, Halicareinus rvvntus (Stimpson), AstaciUa clerwenti GuileI' (on Polys'iphonia 
sp.), Strongylocentrotus erithrogramm.u.s (Va!.), C08cin.as·terias cnlanwr'irt (Gray), 
Stichu}Jus mol/is (Hutton), Tosia anstn1lis Gray, Patiriella cnlcar (Lam.), PatiTie/la, 
exigua (Lam.), Tedania bispincLtn Hentschel, Tethya diplodenna Schmidt, Hynwn'iii-
cidon per-levis (Montagu), Actinia tenebr'osa Farqu. and ?Oula.ctis mnscosnAndres. 
Among many unidentified species are an A]Jlys'ia sp., bryzoans, isopods, amphipods, 
hydroids, a crinoid, tanaids, a ? Petrolisl;hes sp. crab, polynoid WOl'ms, a tectibranch 
and an anemone (Srxgw,tidae). 
The algae are mainly of several species of Polysiphonia, C1IstO]JhOSCL, Ulva 
lactuca, Coraii'ina sps. and Lithothwm.nia.. The term hithothnmnia is used to cover 
all Lithothcmmion-like forms. 
Station 
Date 
Type 
Maximum Wave exposure 
Description 
G€'ology 
Tidal data 
Physical envinmment 
Zonation 
TRANSECT 2 
At thc North end of Blackman's Bay on the rock 
platform beside the deep channe!. 
June, 1948, and various suhsequent dates. 
Semi-exposed rocky coast. 
c (1-8) 2, b 8. 
The transect runs in a Southerly direction to the sea 
from the low cliffs at the sE'award side of the 
channel near the road. The platform is of a 
different nature from that described in Transect 1, 
since the waves sweep across it in rough weather. 
The platform has been formed by action at approxi-
mately right angles to the dip of the beds. 
Mudstone. The beds are weathercd along the strikE'. 
From Hobart RE'corder. 
As in Parts III and IV. 
It is not intended to give full details of the zonation 
and associations of this and the following transects 
but to concentrate. on the differences between the 
transects and that descrihed ahove. 
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The poverty of the population of the upper Midlittoral zone and the Supra-
littoral fringe is further accentuated in this transect by the absence of a belt of 
Bembicium nanum. At the seaward end of Transect 1 it was seen that the 
barnacles are immediately replaced by Melaraphe unifasciata. This was attributed 
to wave action. The sweeping effect of the waves across this platform has 
resulted in the elimination of the zone of B. nanum. The probable reason for 
the lack of toleration of wave action of this species lies in the comparative 
inability to remain in position under heavy surf or waves. The shell is much 
larger than that of Melaraphe unifasciata and the animal ·cannot hide in small 
clefts and so avoid most of the wave forces. 
MELARAPHE WITH 
BARNACLES IN CRACKS BARNAC LES WITH 10' 
BRACHYODONTES IN CRACKS. 
BRACHYODONT.E S WITH 
GALEOLARIA. 
\ MYTILUS BEDS. 
s' HEIGHT 
IN R.o.. 
FIG. 28.-Transect 2, South end of Blackman's Bay. Scale as in Fig. 25, 
In spite of the increase in wave action over the platform in rough weather 
compared with that encountered in Transect 1, the levels at which organisms 
are encountered are very much lower than in that transect (Fig. 28). Some 
species, such as Brachyodontes rostratus, are found high up on the shore H,ving in 
clefts. The latter species is found at 10· feet 6 inches R.D. It is immediately 
replaced by Melaraphe unifasciata with Chthamalus sp. in clefts. The majority 
of species are found at a lower level than in Transect 1. This general depression 
of zones can be correlated with the fact that the dessication encountered in calm 
weather is greater than that met with in Transect 1. 
In calm conditions there is little spray or wave action 
The difference of exposure at the edge of the platform 
on this platform. 
at Pinnacle Point as compared with the exposure at 
this platform is probably in the order of 20 per cent 
to 40 per cent. There is also a greater exposure 
to summer sun oJ? this platform and the angle of 
inclination of the platform is such that the rays of 
the sun strike the rock at an angle which is nearer 
to a right angle than on the platform at the other 
end of the bay. The presence of Brachyodontes j'ostratus 
at such high levels is a feature \ for which there is no 
obvious explanation. 
To the seaward edge of this platform is a vertical 
face of rock which is fully exposed to waves (Fig. 29). 
The lower part of the barnacle belt is populated by 
Melaraphe praetermissa May. Below this is a thin belt 
of Brachyodontes rostratus which is followed by Mytilus 
planulatus. There is no serpulid belt. 
BARNACLES 
M PRAETERMISSA 
MYT I LU S BEDS 
FIG. 29.-Section at seaward 
end of the platform at 
Transect 2. 
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Station 
Date 
Type 
Maximum wave °exposure 
Description 
Geology 
Tidal data 
Physical environment 
'fRAN SECT 3 
On the second platform North of the Blow Hole at 
Blackman's Bay. 
August, 1948, and various subsequent dates. 
Semi-exposed rocky coast. 
c (1-8) 2, b 3. 
The transect runs to seaward from the foot of the 
high cliffs at the North end of the platform. A deep 
water channel runs in beside the platform. Where 
the platform has been worn down to the level of the 
water in this channel waves sweep on to the plat-
form (Plate 1). 
On West dipping mudstone. 
From Hobart Recorder. 
As in Parts III and IV of this work. 
The salient feature of this transect is the sweeping action of the waves on 
to the platform at the places where the mudstone has been worn along the bedding 
planes and has reached the level of the water in the deep channels bounding the 
platform. The extreme of this is seen at the cliff foot. The end of the deep 
channel being at the foot of the cliffs there is a ' build up , of water at each wave. 
This causes a rush of water across the platform at the base of the cliff. Thus 
we find a modified lower Midlittoral zone at the foot of the cliffs. This zone is 
populated by Mytilu8 planulatu8, Catophragmu8 polynwru8, Hormosira banksii, 
Corallina sps., Actinia tenebrosa and a few Galeolaria caespitosa. The mussels 
are of average size but do not form beds, preferring to live in clusters. A few 
Halicarcinus ovatus crabs are found among the byssus strands of the mussels. 
The mussels are found at a height of 11 feet 1 inch R.D., or three feet above 
those at the edge of the platform. To some degree the mussels are assisted to 
live at this level by the shelter afforded by the high cliffs which reduce insolation 
and possibly rainfall. In the transect waves wash the platform in three places 
which are indicated by the presence of Coralline algae. 
At the foot of the cliffs the barnacle zone is greatly reduced. Barnacles are 
only found in clefts and even in this habitat they are rare. The decrease in 
numbers 0 takes place quite suddenly just above the top of the Galeolaria belt 
at about 12 feet 6 inches R.D. This is due to the very poor splash effect of' 
waves travelling parallel to a cliff face. The effect is further accentuated by 
the fact that the cliff is undercut to a depth of about 1 foot. 
The chiton, Sypharochiton pellis-serpentis (Quoy and Gaim.), occurs very 
plentifully on this platform. In the two previous sections it was found in pools 
and clefts but here it is dominant on one of the rock faces. It occurs in the 
Patelloid belt. 
In the more wave sheltered parts of this platform A ctinia tenebrosa has 
become established in the mussel beds. This anemone occupies small are~s of 
rock in the mussel beds which it keeps free of other forms. The anemones must 
move around the cleared area. 
Station 
Date 
Type 
Maximum wave exposure 
TRANSECT 4 
On the rock platform at Perameles Bay. 
August, 1948, and various subsequent dates. 
Semi-exposed rocky coast: 
c (1-8) 2, b 3. 
Description 
Geology 
Tidal data 
Physical environment 
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The tl'anseet runs out from the base of the cliffs to 
the right of the path down to the shore. Most of the 
platform is covered by the sea at ' high high' water. 
Mudstone. 
From Hobart Recorder. 
See Parts III and IV of this work. 
It may be not.ed here tbat this bay, Pel'ameles Bay, is reached hy a steep 
rlif)' path which runs down a gully beyond the Blow Hole. 
The basil' zonation seen on this tnmsect is the same as that seen on Transect 1. 
On ce again, the absence of Bwmbici:U'm TW num is to be noted due to the sweeping 
action of the waves sUl'ging across the platform. The most interesting feature 
is to be seen at the foot of the cliffs at the landwat'd end of t.he transect. Hcre 
the belt of PatelloidCi aIticvstnia appears above that. of Ehniniusmodcstu,8. In the 
aetual section the reason for this is not immediately apparent. The belt of 
Patel/vida aitic()staia commences at a height. of apPl'oximately 12 feet. R.D. and 
ends at 12 feet 6 inches RD. This would give an exposure in January of 100 per 
cent which the limpet eould not tolel·ate. The reason for the reversal of zones 
is to be seen in the general topography of the area to the South of the transect. 
A deep channel cuts into the platform in an East to West direction immedi-
ately to the South of the transect. This platform ends at the foot of the cliffs. 
~Waves sweep up the channel and cause considerable spray, without the waves 
themselves covering the base of the elif!'. This spray has been sufficient.ly great 
to raise the faunal levels. Wave action also will raise the faunal levels but 
there is an important diffel'enee in the effects of the two factors. Spray acts 
in a differential fashion on the intertidal forms whereas wave action raises the 
general levels at which the species are to be found. Spray is of little use to 
plankton feeders in obtaining food and these types will be confined to wave 
washed areas but browsing species, algae and some carnivores will receive sufficient 
l11oistlll'e to live well above the area washed by the waves. In this case the 
harnacles are limited in t.heir vertical distribution, not by the amount of exposure 
to which t.hey are subjected, but by the amount of feeding time they have at 
theil' disposal. The limpets are limited by the exposure' toleration of them.selves 
01' their food. In places where wave aetion is not accompanied by exceptionally 
heavy spray, the vertical distribution of the intertidal forms is dominated by 
the wave action, but in places where the spray is greater than might be expected 
it is the lat.ter that cont.rols the distribution of species on the shore. 
Station 
Date 
Type 
Maximum wave exposure 
Description 
TRANSECT' 5 
On the rocks between Kingston Beach and Blackman's 
Bay. 
August, 1948, and various 
Semi-exposed rocky eoast. 
c (1-8) 2, b 3. 
suhsequent dat~s. 
The section is nearly vertical on the first igneous 
intrusion along the shore from Kingston. 
Geology Dolerite. 
Tidal data From Hobart Recorder. 
Physical environment See Parts III and IV of this work. 
In this tl'anseet the Patelloid belt is absent. On all of the dolerite outcrop 
limpets are very rare and do not form a belt at any place. In the transects the 
serpulid helt is also greatly reduced and in some places it may be absent. 'Vhen 
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the serpulid belt is absent bm'nacles inhabit the space thus made availahle. 
In the transect the barnacle belt extends below the mussels and the dominant 
barnacle is CCitophl'Ognms poillmeJ'ns. The density of the population of this specie;.; 
is 18 pel' 10 cm. sq. This appanmt downward extension of barnacle zones is to 
be seen on all the igneous rock. 
The igneous rock shows more diVersity of zoning than does the sedimentary. 
As mentioned above the serpulid helt may be ahsent hut in another nearby place 
the zoning is as follows :~. 
Barnacle belt. 
Barnaeles with Galeolaria, all densely packed. 
Infralitoral fringe. 
It is suggested that the reason for this distribution lies in intense intr,r-
specific competition between barnacles, limpets, mussels and serpulids, This will 
be studied further when the transects are contrasted in the discussion. 
The barnacles and serpulids, when present, are all mucb more closely packed 
together than on any of the mudstone transects. There is no ohvious reason 
for the greater density of these species, other than the possibility that the dolerite 
offers a more suitable substratum for sedentary types. The exposure to wave 
action at this transect cannot be greater than that encountered at Transects 1, 
3 and 4. All other physical conditions are very similar. Mudstone may chip 
or flake off under heavy wave action, whereas the igneous material offers a more 
stable substratum for colonization. 
Station 
Date 
Type 
Maximum wave exposure 
Description 
Geology 
Tidal data 
Physical environment 
TRANSECT 6 
On a mudstone platform to the South of Kingston 
Beach and to the North of Transect 5. 
August, 1948, and various subsequent dates. 
Semi-exposed rocky coast. 
c (1-8) 2, b 3. 
The transect is on the vertical face of a nalTOW plat-
fOl'lll at the base of the cliffs to the South of Kingston 
Beach. The platforms are not covered by the sea 
except in very rough weather. The zoning has been 
observed on the almost vertical seaward edge of the 
platform. 
Mudstone. 
From Hobart Recorder. 
See Parts III and IV of this work. 
This transect was specially chosen to have the same wave exposure as 
Transect 5. The limpet belt is reeognizable hut there is no Galeola,ria belt. 
Serpulids arc present but in small numbel's. They arc mostly found between the belts 
of Mytihw p/ci'lullaf;u8 and Brachyodontes )'ostratus. The barnacle, Gatophrag mus 
pO/lImeru8, is found in numbers in the BTlLchyodontcs bdt and this is indieative 
of the amount of wave action in the area. The barnacle belt is not well devdGllsd 
and individuals do not form a dense population. 
Very few individuals of the aseidian ['yum prl.wpl.Ii'iu.lis (Heller) are found 
at the same level as the mussds. The ascidians are small and only one oecul'S 
about every 50 feet of shore. 
At one place the mussels formed the substratum for a dense mat of Ulra 
la,ctuca. 
Station 
Date 
Type 
Maximum wave 
Description 
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TRANSECT 7 
On a large boulder in the bay to the North of Lucas 
Point. 
August, 1948, and various subsequent dates. 
Semi-exposed rocky coast. 
exposure c (1-8) 4, b 3. 
The boulder lies to the North end of a stony bay to 
the North of Lucas Point. The transect is a vertical 
section down the side of the boulder. The sides of 
the rock are approximately 8 feet long. 
Geology Tillite. 
Tidal data From Hobart Recorder. 
Physical environment See Parts III and IV of this work. 
The zonation exhibited here is very similar to that seen on the mudstone at 
Blackman's Bay with the exception that there is a well developed band separating 
the mussel belt from the Infralittoral fringe. Inhabiting this belt are barnacles, 
Chthamalus sp., Catophragmu,8 polymerus and Cha/rnaesipho col'umna. The Infra-
littoral fringe is much richer in Lithotha/l1~nia than in any other transect. The 
barnacle belt is not as wide as on the wave-sheltered side of the boulder. Correlated 
with this is a lowering of the lower limit of Melaraphe unitasciata. There are no 
algae in the mussel belt with the exception of a few small Ulva plants. 
On small boulders there is a well developed flora and fauna in the Infra-
littoral 'fringe consisting of Macrocystis pyritera, Codium muelleri Keutzing, 
Laurencia sps., Ulva lactuca and Lithothamnia. The animals found are Ischnochiton 
lineolatus, (Blainville), Cellana variegata, Patelloida alticostata, Patelloida conoidea, 
Cominella lineolata, Galeolaria 9aespitosa, Catophr'agmus polymerus and Chthamalus 
sp. Above this level there are only a few isolated barnacles and the crab Lepto-
grapsus variegatus (Fabr.). The crabs run about below boulders and during 
rough weather are to be found well above the maximum distance reached by the 
waves on the shore. 
Off-shore there is a large bed of kelp. This consists of two species, Sarcophycus 
potatorum (LabUl.) Klitz and Macyocystis pyritera (Turn.) Agardh. The width, 
of the kelp bed is variable and it lies between 50 and, 100 yards off-shore. The 
kelp extends from Pierson's Point to near Lucas Point. The presence ,of this 
forest is of considerable importance in modifying the intensity' of wave action. 
Several other transects were considered on this stretch of coast. They were all 
very similar to No.7 but show a progressive increase of the height of the upper 
zones on the shore towards Pierson's Point. 
DISCUSSION 
Taking Transect ,1 as an example, the number of species recorded on the 
shore in terms of Recorder Datum show some interesting points (Table IX). 
In this table the levels on which the exposures have been calculated are not those 
on the wave exposed seaward face of' the platform. For similar reasons the 
number of species inhabiting the barnacle belt does not include species living 
at the end of the platform. 
The Galeolaria belt has a small number of animals inhabiting it for two 
reasons. The first reason lies in the fact that the distribution of animals on 
the shore is bimodal around M.S.L. This level occurs in the, middle of the 
Galeolaria belt. This feature of littoral animal distribution was first shown by 
Colman (1933). The second reason lies in the fact that the belt is frequently 
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very densely populated by serpulids. I have not found it possible to determine 
whether this is due to the fact that the space is suitable only for serpulid 
colonization 01' whether the serpulids establish .dominance over all other forms 
in a suitable habitat. It is more pl'Obable that the worms crowd out other forms. 
A feature of the zones, which is not obvious until detailed counts are made, 
IS that, at about the middle of the mussel and ?cdelloid zones, there oecur,; a 
falling off in the number of species present. The upper part of til(' barnacle belt 
contains species which arc to be found higher up on the shore. 
TABLE IX 
Numbel' of species on the shore in Transect 1 and their relation to tidal levels. 
Zone 
Mela.ruph(; 
Bd'Ynbicium. 
Barnacle 
Galeolari(lJ 
Patelloid 
Myt1tn.'5 
InfralittoTal ji'Thl_ffC 
Nnri1ber of 
species 
2 
3 
Heig'ht in R.D. 
Above 11' G" 
11' v to 11' 
] 0' 9" to 11' 
IO' (i" to 10' 
9' 11" to 10' 
W 4" to ~J! 
Belo\v R' 4" 
Expos ure range Tidal Levels 
70 to 100 12' 01" H.H.T. 
13" fJ9 i.o HO 
~~~ I' 27 to 88 10' 11" L.H.L 
H" 18 to 71 10' 7}" M.S.L. 
G" 7 to 60 10' -,,, H.L.T. 
ll" [) to 2f, n' 1" hL.T. 
0 to 2 
The existence of 'critical levels' is shown by Table IX. Such lcvds, based 
on the numbers of forms inhabitating' the shore, exist at about the middle of the 
mussel beds, the middle of the Patelloicl belt just above the region of }JJ'Ctchyodonie" 
?'08t1'atUB and at the middle of the barnacle belt at the point where the species found 
at higher levels are eneountered. These levels conespond to the tidal levels of 
the average annual height of 'low low', 'high low' and 'low high' tides 
respectively. For the tidal level in the 11!I.lJt-ilu8 b('lt at which a very great 
diminlltion in the numbers of the fauna takes places the term 'lethal lev,,]' has 
been Pl'oposed (GuileI', 1949). 
The distI'ibution of Galealaria cac8jJitusu in relation to intense wave aetion 
is of interest. At the seaward end of Transect 1 the belt is fairly wdl developed 
(Plate 1) but in this case the full force of the waves is broken by the mussel 
beds which extend some 15 feet or more out from the worm tubes. In Transect S. 
which is fully exposed to wave action, the Galealaria belt may be gl'eatly redl1.ced 
or absent. On the same igneous l'ock the WOl'Il'lS are very well developed on the 
wave-sheltered side of the outcrop. The mudstone of Transect 6, with the same 
exposurE' to wave action as Transect 0, shows no belt of Ga/po/ario but only 
occasional individuals. GaJeolan:a does not like wave adion and a similar 'faet 
has been noted at Sydney by Dakin, B':nnett and Pope (1948L 
At a place where Grr/coiariLi is absent there is, theoretically, a space available 
for colonization by othel' forms. There is evidence of intense intel>-Sp{~citic 
competition between barnacles, mussels and possibly limpets for this space. 
It has been shown by Hatton and Fischel'-Piette (Hl82) that. turbulent water 
suits barnacle attachment and that a wave; exposed al'ea has a denSE' barnacle 
population. F'urthfll', mussels like tul'lmIent conditions for feeding (Fox and Coe. 
1948) so that this species will also lInd a suitablfl habitat. Hewatt (19ilS) shows 
that on a large barnaele spatfal! the limpets are driven further up t.he shore. 
On exposed places in Tasmania it is suggested that the limpets are eliminated 
by the barnacles because they cannot migrate further up the shore on account 
of their limited exposure toleration. Field evidence of the results of this inter-
specific competition is to be seen on Transect 5 where Ga.lco/ul'ia dominatc's the 
wave-sheltered places to the detriment of limpE;ts, mussels and barnacles. Mussels 
dominate some of' the wave-exposed zones and barnacles dominate others. In the 
barnacle zones there are always a few mussels. The mussd zones have limpets 
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and barnacles. The mussels may maintain themselves by eating a sufficient 
number of cyprid larvae to prevent a successful barnacle settlement, though this 
is ag-ainst the findings of Fox and Coe (lac. eit.). 
In a wave-exposed area the suitability of the habitat may obscure the bi-modal 
distribution of the littoral fauna. In an area where there is virtually continuous 
spray the effect of critical tidal levels may be greatly altered by this. 
The presence or absence of Bembicilllil JwnuJn may be considered as an index 
of tlle intensity of wave action, the species being usually found in sheltered areas. 
A comparison of the levels of the same organisms at different places refleets 
the intensity of wave action (Fig. :10). In Transeets,l and 7 wave action is 
most intense while Transect 2 shows the least wave action. Transects 5 and (j 
have similar wave action with perhaps slightly greater spray in Transect 6. 
This diagram serves to emphasise that only a theoretical exposure can be 
obtained from tidal levels on an exposed coast. The amount of spray is the 
controlling factor. At 11 feet R.D. Gnieo/nria, barnacles or Mc!rJ,yaphe may be 
TRAN. TRAN. TRAN. TRAN. TRAN. TRANl TRAN. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I 
MEL. -=J MEL. MEL. 
BAr:?N. _J MEL. 
MEL. 
BARN I 
BARN. 
I BARN. BARN. (..,Ai BARN. I 
I!' 
ro' 
PAT. I PAT. I PA T. BRA. 
BRA C.ATO. PAT. GAL. BARN. 
MYT.j I MYT. ! MYT.· 
I MYT. 
I MYT. MYT. ~-GAL. i.Lrl \CHTH.JI BRA. ' I , I CATOI i I 
i 
9 
, 
-8' 
HEIGHT 
'IN R.D 
LAU R.I MYT. I 
\ 
I i'Ui 8' L._L ! I.L..F I I , i I I 
Fw. ~H).-C()mparison of the faunistic levels of ~J'rallsects 1 to 7. The abbreviatlon:s used are:~ 
HAHN., barnaeles; BRA., Hrnchllociontes l'OFltrah!..,'); CA'TO., CatophnVrlnUH pol,wmcnu.,;; 
CHTH., Chthamalu8 :3}J.: GAL .. GaleoZa"ria· {~aeB"pitoBa,; l.L.!'"' .. Infl'alittol'al fringe; LAUR., 
Lauxencia sps,; MliiL .. ,~ft.:l('{,T(I,phe H:n-i,fa.l'wi.aLa; J\1YT., M1Jtilus ')JZ((/Yi1.ila{;u:;; PAT., ['atd!oid. 
encountered, depending- on the intensity of wave action and the amount of spray. 
It is possible to use this fact as a mE~ans of obtaining an expression for the 
relative amounts of spray to which various places in an area are subjected. 
It is more accurate to consider this factor as an index of spray than of wave 
intensity, because the prevailing wind may alter the amount of spray without 
altering the amount of wave action. 
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To obtain this fador it is neeessal'y to have available full tidal data for 
the area undel' examination and to have studied a number of transects in the area, 
The average upper limit for a species in the area is calculated in inches above C,D., 
01' in this case R.D. The upper limit of the species at a specific place is then 
expressed as a factor of the average. The average upper limit of lviytiiu8 plr~nu./aIItB 
in the Blackman's Bay area is 9 feet 9 inches R.D. and at Transect 2 the mussels 
are found at 8 feet G inehes R.D. The spray encountered in this area is thus 
102/117. By using the level of the upper limit of one species at two places a 
comparative figure can be derived as a l'atio. On/co/urin at Transects 1 and ;) 
shows a spl'ay intensity ratio of 133 ; 111. 
It is diffieult to contrast the zonation at Blackman's Bay with tlJat shown 
in othel' parts of Australia. Fischer (1940) has stated that the Ga.icoiaria and 
Melamphe zones at Hobart are comparable with those at Sydney. It is worthy 
of note that Galeaial·icc has a greater vertical range at Sydney than at Hobart, 
This may be due to the greater tidal range at the former place but in the absence 
of a correlation of animal zones with tidal levels it is impossible to decide this 
point. Fischer also makes a comparison of the zonation at exposed and less 
exposed points on the coast of New South Wales. This is of interest as showing 
the. revel'sal of the Cella:rw-ChthomuLlu8 zones at two points, the barnacle being 
the lower at. the less exposed place. This may be due to relatively heavier spray. 
The zonation at Sydney shows many points of resemblance to that found at 
Blackman's Bay, An important. difference lies in the replacement of the Tasrnanian 
mussel beds by Pya)'n. 
The relation of the zones recognized in Austnllia by various workers to the 
classification suggested by Stephenson and Stephenson (1949) may be summarised 
as in Table X. 
NEW SOUTH WALES ' lQUE~~~L~~l~,AUSTRALIA is TASMANIA UNIVERSAL I 
HEDLEY.19~. B,& P .. 1948[JOHNSTON.1917iEDMONDS,I9481 GUILER,1949. S.& 5 .. 1949. I 
I SUPRALITT 'I~ TECTARlUS------t-, i SU-PRALITT II. sup. RALI~T If SUPRALlTT-1II. UPPER ZONEI '8. UPPE R I ., .T ' 
WITH i WITH MELARAP~E Wil H FR,NGE WITH FRINGE Wi, HI 
i. MELARAPHE. ZONES MELARAPHE. MELARAPHE. LlTTORINIDS., TECTARIUS . .---1 
ICHTHAMALUSI UPPE'" LITT. LOWER MEL. I I 
iMELARAPHE I WITH I OR I BARNACLES. BARNACLES. MID I 
'TETRACLITA, BARNACLES.lcHTHAMALU~J LITTORAL 
'MEDIAN ZONE' MiDLITT i I MOLLUSCS GALEOLARIA i ; ~ 
'WITH I WITH i TETRACLITA & PATELLOID.b' 
IGALEOLARIA.IGALEQJ:-£FJiI+- iGALEOLARIA MYTILUS. ___ ~ __ 
'I' 'lITT.-SUBLITT I SARGASSUM SUBLITT IN FRALITT. I NFRAL ITT. I 
LOWER ZONE· 1 FRINGE I 'FRINGE FRINGE FRINGE 
[ WITH ! WITH. I WITH ' WITH I WITH 
1 CYNTHIA.t PYURA~_~~ ________ C:OPHOR±AU~~~CIA I LAM~~~IA 
r:I"ARLE X.--ReJatlon of int.ertidal zones l'ecog-nised by Australian authors to those proposed by 
Stephenson and Stephensun (lH49). The abbreviations used are are INF'RALTT'I., Infl'a-
littol'al; LITT,-SUBLITT., Littoral sublittol'al; M';L., Mela.rnrJiw; SUPHALITT., 
SupraliUond; UPPERLITT., Upperlittora,L 
N ute that Fischel' (1940) followed the c!assifiration of Hedley (1915). 
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Although the index species of the Midlittol'al zones in Tasmania al'e similar 
to tJlOse of other parts of Australia the deficiency of algae in Tasmania is to he 
noted both from text desel'iptions and photographs. 
The absence of Pyw'(( on exposed coasts in both South Tasmania and Queens-
land is probably due to the spc'cies approaching the extremities of its geographical 
range. 
It ean be concluded that there exists a lethal tidal level at which thel'e oceUl'S 
a very great reduction in the number of species inhabiting the shore. It is also 
shovm that there is a bimodal distribution of intertidal species with a minimum 
at M,S.L. The presence of diurnally unequal tides does not complicate the eritical 
tidal levels. 
(g) C%n,izCl.i'iOIl of Rock 8u,1'j'u.c('s 
Small scale experiments were caITied out in an attempt to ascertain the 
sequence of colonization of bare rocky surfaces on the shore in the region of 
Pinnaele Point at the South end of Blackman's Bay. Blackman's Bay was chosen 
as the area in which to conduct the experiments because it could be visited at 
frequent intervals, is easy of access and its fauna is reasonably well known. 
In order to throw some light on the poverty of the fauna of the MidlittoraI 
zone the experiments were carried out in that region in the lower part of the 
barnacle and the upper part of the Go,/eo/al'iCL belts. 
Literature 
Work has been canied out in varioLls parts of the world on the problems of 
inteJ'tidal colonization. In some cases the workers have been concerned with the 
colonization of new rock sul'faces and in others the emphasis has been placed on 
the recolonization of denuded rock rurfaces. In Britain, Kitching (1937) and 
Pyefinch (1943) have been concerned with the latter aspect. In France, Fischer-
Piette (1929 and 1932b), Hatton and Fischer-Piette (1932) and Hatton (1932) 
have studied the general aspects of the problem. Much work has been done in 
Ameriea on the season of attachment of sedentary marine organisms and their 
rates of growth. Among the American authors whose work bears on the recoloniza-
tion problem are Visscher (1928), Visscher and Luce (1928), PiclTon and Huang 
(1926), Coe (1932), Graham and Gay (1945) and Wilson (1925). 
The colonization of new sul'faces has been studied by several European 
workers. In many instances advantage has been taken of public works to supply 
the new surfaces. Brandt (1897) studied the eolonization of the Kiel Canal, 
Herpin (1935a and 1935b) observed the colonization of beaches and wrecked ships 
and Rees (1940) noted the succession on a new sewage outfall. Moore (1939) 
and Moore and Spl'oston (1940) described the sequence of colonization of a new 
sea-wall at Plymouth. 
Experiment 3.-'1'0 obtain a knowledge of the sequence of colonization of a 
hare rock in the Midlittoral zone. 
Method of Experiment 
Two rocks were chosen for the experiment. One was of dolerite and the 
other of mudstone, Both had to be of sufficient weight to remain stationary 
under conditions of the most intense wave action expel'ienced in the site chosen. 
The rocks were approximately 1 foot cubes. 
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The l'ocks were examined ten times over a nine-month period, Each face of 
the rock was examined in detail and the results of these examinations were 
plotted on full siz." OJ' half size, reproduetions of the faces of the rock Tb1S 
simplified idelltifieation of pl'evi(Jusly rpcognized individuals. 
In order to ayoid crushing any forms dwelling on the bottom surface of the 
rocks a smalier l'o('k was utilised for bottom surface examinations, This small.,!, 
rock was placed beside the larger 1'ock8 and only the fauna on the LJl1dm' side of 
it was examined. The l'ock was placed in snch a position tbat the unclei' surface 
of it was f]'('e from the substratum. 
The t,xperiment would have been contlnlH'd for a longe1' period than nine 
mont.hs, if it h<1d not heen for the fact that the 1'oeks wel'e thrown into deep 
water by some unknown pel'sons. I do not eonsider that waYe action was responsible 
for the loss as during' the period the rocks disappeared there were no gale's oj' 
g'reatCl' severity than had aheady been experienced, 
Tho site selected was ill a channel on the North side of the platfon11 at 
Pinnacle Point at the South end of Blacknuw's Bay, The eharmel is compltetely 
uncovered at 'low low' tide and has a varied and mll1Wrous population, 'vVave 
action is not strong, the maximum being s (1-7) 1, b 2. U11der certain conditions 
of bad weather heavy sm'f crashing across the platfOJ'lll pours into the channd 
but the force is mostly spent hy the time it l'eaches the channel and the rock is 
only snbjPct.ed to a cataract of water. 
The charmd was inhabited by Hymeuinddon pC'j'!nJ/:s, .>ictinia tencb)'osQ; 
81milliuR lIIorieshw, ChUW1)/a!lI.s sp., Iblu qu(vh'i1'lLi1'ls, COl'nlliY/,(( sps" Honnosim 
banksii, A '!JwlIl'ochitoJl ,(jIWICI.LS, ['((telloicla coTtoideo, and Onico/a I'ia (;aespitosfI, 
Description of the RockH Sd(~eted 
It was originally intended to use rocks of dolerite and mudstone in cli ffel'ent 
parts of the shore but pn'ssuJ'e of other work n'strieted the experiment to the one 
site with two rock types. The yocks were put in position simult.aneously, but tlw 
mudsto11e l'OC].;: only remained in position foJ' three w('eks and then vanished, The 
]'oc], was not replaced as stl'ictiy comparable results could not be obtained with 
a rock placed in position at a latL'l' datc. The value of the experil11Pnt is not vel'Y 
great but it is induded hel'(~ as several points of interest al'e raised by the' 
colonization proeesscs, 
The dolerite l'oe],; was :wledeti from a pilt~ of this rock lyi11g above high water 
mark on the heach at Sandy Buy. The rock was removed to the laboratory and 
thol'oug'hly scrubbed with hot wat!Cl'. Chemieals wel'C avoided in this process to 
avoid reactions with the minel'als of the rock. The rock ":as left to weather 1'0], 
a few weeks aftC'r which it was put in position. The smaller rock for the bottom 
surface experiments was similarly treated. The larger rock was known as 
Winter Rock A and the smaller ali Wintm.' Rock B. 
The nature of the l'tlck faces anJ their oJ'ientation can be best expressed in 
Table XI. 
TAELE XI 
Natur'e and area of the fal'(,s of Winter Roeks A and B. 
Smocth. B(~a-Hhe1t(:n"d vertical f<lee \vith vertieal and inelined t'iJg'~B 
~mooth, f;€a-cxpo:',ed vel'tkal [aeE' \vitb (>xpoSE:'d vertical and 11l{-lilH~d 
ddires 
Semi-(;;~'xpo,.;;ed vt::dical f2ee with inelined Hud vertical ridges 
Ejpa and ai,"-shelb21'ed hOl'i:;'untHl I"a('(> "vith lateral rid.~·t'8 
SCJrt and :llr-{'xpo...;ed hni'i:i,ontaj faf'e with bteral rirlgl":;-4 
Lnndward. 419 :sq. cnJ~ 
S(~'awanL 4~14 sq, ems. 
Left haml. G:}7 sq. l'nl~, 
Hig'ht hand. 708 sq. e1TI::;. 
BnttOll1, 271 sq. ems. 
Top, 4:12 sq, cm,L 
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The experiment was commenced on 18th Apl'il, Hl'18, and observations were 
made on 1st May, 12th May, 19th May, 29th May, 20th ,June, 26th June, 81'(1 July. 
8th .July, 15th .July, 21st .July, 14th August, 29th August, 21st September, 19th 
October, :3rd December, 10th .J annary, 15th February, On the latter date only 
the bottom faee of Winter Rock B was examined. 
The fll'st sessile organism to appear on the rocks was a small Com/li'H' sp, 
on the landward face in May, Previous to this several errant species were seen 
on thc faces of the rock, llotably An'/((.ul'ochitml glaucus (Gray), Path'iellll c:riglw 
(Lam,), CONIine/La Lineoicilu. (Lam.) while below the rocks crabs (!Pctrolisthcs sp.) 
wen' sheltering, Amphipoc!s\vere found in cracks on the rock, The f1l-st occasion 
on which large numbers of eolonizing' animals wcre noted was in .June when 118 
individuals appeared on the rocks, There wen' only ~) deaths noted during this 
pel'ioel, Of these new individuals OV(el' 72 per cent wel'e Galeo/a)'ia.. These tubes 
were not confined to the lower part of the rock. About 25 pet' eent of them were 
found on the top surface, Barnacle's appeared at the same tinw as theW()l'lWi 
but in fewer numbers, A colonial diatom assoeiation, mainly of EI,I,sdli;~()}Jem(} 
and Melowirrl sps. appeared at this time, Thec1(~ colonies were of a very short 
lived nature only two extending .from one' week t.o the next, These diatom" arc 
discussed in section (h i below, 
Thel'e were no macroscopic fonns other than barnacles, Go/eoiaria and Coral/ina 
to sueeessfully colonize the rock, 1-1 ctinia tenebl'osa, Po tclloida ({ li:icusla ta" Patclloifill 
cOlloiden and two en'ant annelids appeared but soon wandel'cd away again. There 
was a constantly ehanging numbel' of A mO:/Ll'ochUon glaucllB on the ]'ock. Several 
of these were marked and on", was not<:d as l'eturning to the rock at 2, 5 and c: 
week intervals. 
Tahle XII shows the number of new individuals settling eaeh month and the 
numbe]' of deaths pel' month on each of the faces of the rocks, Although during 
eel'tain months the rock was visited mo1'C frequently than others, thus giving a 
greater number of ne\'1' settlmmmts, there is no doubt that some faces of tlw rock 
wt'l'e more densely populated during some months than others, The ttgUl't's, 
although they show an overall increase of deaths and settlements during the mol'!" 
frequently visited montbs, reflect the true pictul'e' of the trends by the ratio of 
these I1U111b81'8. 
TABLE XII 
The new settlings pel' month on each face of \'\Tinter Rock A and B. 
'ToP 
Rea W8 rd face 
Lallflvl,'ard face 
Hight-hand face 
Let't-han(] faee' 
HoLtmn 
Top 
::-)ea ward face 
Lauchvard face 
Hight-hand face 
Left-hand J'al:(~ 
MAY 
SeLtliTlg';-; De:.-tfhs 
Sr;,'TBltI nEE 
1 
H) 
.JUNI~ 
SetUings JJeaths 
42 
OCTOHF.:n 
15 I" 
Bottom 38 
.'JANUA}-:.Y FEllRL'AltY 
HI,)ttOH:: 1:1 
.JHLY 
SEA,tllDe;s Deaths 
11 
12 
Hi 
14 
D 1 2~) 
NOYE),lBfJn 
A LJf;t''::-~T 
Settling's Deaths 
2i) 
1.9 
2 
II 
8 
5 
IS 
J:) 
;16 
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Tahle XIII and Fig. 81 show~, the total number of individuals inhabiting the 
f<ices each month, vvhile Table XIV and Fig. 32 show the new settlings and 
deaths of the various species pel' month. 
Fl'Om these tables and gTaphs it can be seen that there is a very great deCTease 
ill the total number of mganisms on all faces between July 21st and August 14th 
and also between Odober and December. If the trends shown by the bottom face 
of ~Wintel' Rock B an' true (Table XII) then; is also a sharp diminution of 
numbers in Decembel' and .J anuary. 
TABLE XIII 
The total number of individuals of all species inhabiting the various faces of 
Wintel' Rocks A and B each month fo], the period June, 1948, to Decembel', 1H48. 
June July AUJ..!:llst Septernlwt, Odc,bel' Nuvembel' December Totals 
'foIl 23 27 0 70 
SEa\'V'ard faee ,; 21 ~:) :3 
.Landward faee ]6 8 <1 35 
Ri}!ht-hand fa(:e 4, 22 :-1;) ;17 27 177 
J~eft-band face :31 1 ·1 ~7 
Bottrell 35 57 27 2K 55 27 22H 
Grand Tutals 90 161 til S'i 118 86 GJ1 
The bottom face only during .January and February had 19 and 16 inhabitants 
l'espectively giving an absolute total of 646 ol'ganisms noted. These latter fig'ures 
are not included in the table as they are only indications and may not be true 
l'ecol'ds of actual populations, 
TABLE XIV 
Total number of specifie settlements and deaths per month, 
Settlement.s 
Ihl'nac1es 
Serpulids 
Anemones 
DiaioIlls 
1"), alticosi.aia 
p, c-onoidea 
Patella ustulata 
COl'alIina 
NEreids 
Red algae 
Chitcm eggs 
Totals 
DeathD 
15arnadcs 
Scol'pnlid$ 
AnelTIOn€H 
DiatonlS 
P. altieostata 
p, conojdt?CI 
PHtella llstulata 
Coral1ina 
Nereids 
R.ed algae 
ChJton eggs 
Tctak 
May June 
Ii' 
?-:1 
hI 
2 
1 1 " 
,,' 
.July 
57 
liiO 
17 
:207 
r:l 
94 
2:1 
Aug . 8ept. Oct. Nov. Dee, 
1G 21 ;.~:) 24 
12 11 U 1 
1 
2 
:11 ::t!) 52 86 
26 10 ·15 
BO ,,' I 'J ]\) 18 
121 15 
Jan. Feb. 
2 
13 
1:-) 
Total 
177 
25!) 
.; 
2D 
.( 
1 
·IUO 
11X 
2:18 
2 
2D 
2 
1 
The number of forms wccessfully settling also shows a sharp diminution in 
August and .January. TIl" number of deaths in July and August is VEry high, 
The large number of settlings in July possibly came from a late autumn spawning. 
The seaward and landwal'd faces of the rock never had as dense a population 
as the other faces. 
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FIG. 31.-The total number of individuals inhabiting Winter Rocks A and B from June, 1948, to 
February, 1949. • 
FIG. 32.-The number of settlements and deaths per month on Winter Rocks A and B. 
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Diseussion 
From the abovp observations it can be seen that the rate uf suec:essful colonizing 
is very slow eompared with the rate in othel' parts of the world where there is a 
llluch greater density of population per unit of time, It is proposed to examine 
some of the factors Iv11ich may influence the settling of larvae on the ('xperinwntal 
l'ucks. 
Thc']'e is a close correlation ))('tween thl' critical months for in tertidal on~anisms 
as deduced from physical data in Part 4 of this work (see page 155) and the 
observed rates of settling' and deaths on the experimental roeks. December. 
January and July are considered to be critical months for intertidal organisms 
due to the combination of adverse tidal and meteorological factors. Apl'il and 
October are regarded as months of slightly less strain due to t.he equinoctial 
e11ange of tidal behavioul'. From Tables XII and XIII it can he 8(,,'n that then' 
arc times of high casualties and low spatfall between late July and early ALlgust 
and in October and December. It is furthel' indicated by Winte]' Rock B (Tables 
XII and XIII) that January is also a month of stress, though this is not conchlsive. 
March and April unfortunately are not included in the experiment 1'01' the reasons 
given above. 
The black colour of the rock would certainly assist barnacle settling. The 
larvae being negatively phototropic (Visscher, 1928) would choose a dark surface 
in p1'efel'ence to the surrounding lighter coloured mudstone. The relative absence 
of surf would tend to reduce the number of successful barnaele settlings though 
it has been shown by COl' (1932) that test blocks exposed to heavy surf wcre 
c:leared of 'barnac1es measuring up to several millimeters in diameter. In thE; 
channel in which the experimental rocks wel'e situated thel'e was not nearly as 
great a harnacle population as there was on the exposed edge of the rocky 
platform. On the other hand, the seawanl face of Winter Roek A, which would 
experience whatever wave action there might be, had very few barnacles on it. 
It had a very much smaller number than either of the lateral faces. In general, 
it might be concluded that the channel was not very highly suited to barnacle life, 
though barnacles were living there. 
The poverty of bm'nades on the s(~awal"d face of Winter Hoell A is possibly 
explained by the fact that the face was towards the North, i.e., it was exposed to 
the sun. This would drive cyprid larvae round to the sides of the rock where they 
would find more congpnial conditions. Any larvae which had settled on the 
seaward face would p1'ohahly be killed by the sun hefore the metamorphosis was 
eomplete. The right hand face, because it is sheltered from all but the early 
morning sun, has a comparatively rich fauna. 
It has b(;en shown by Hopkins (1935) that 
colonies on the under surface of objects. The 
method of swimming with the velum upwards. 
oysters tend to form their densest 
reason for this lies in thc larval 
There is littlE' evidence of this 
behaviour being shown hy any of the larval forms encountered during the 
experiment. 
It has been noted hy COl' (1932) that the degrees of roughness of sHrfaee" 
influences the population inhabiting them. In this case the faces of the rock 
were all of equal smoothness and the factor is not applicable to the fauna of 
different rock faces. 
The absence of any algal grazers permanently dwelling on the rocks points 
to the fad that an 'algal film was not formed on the rock. This may have been 
influenced by bacteriological factors (Zobell and Allen, 1985). 
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The failure of organisms to colonize the rocks is due to the integration of a 
number of factors, The orientation and siting of the ]'ock and thel'elation of 
the fa('cs to sun and wave exposure play some part, The lack of full wave action 
would reduce the number of barnacle settlements but ought to increase the number 
of Goi"o/aria settlements. The number of settlings by the worms was larg'e but 
the death l'ate was also high, The high death ]'ate was caused by the larvae 
settling in June or July and being unable to become established before the critical 
month of .July, 
Barnacle larvae settled th1'oughout the yea)'. This is in contrast to tlw situation 
desc,ribed by Moore (If!39) , The critical months also caused a high death rate 
in this speeies, In no sense was a pioneer eornmunity established as deseribed 
by Hees (1f!40), The nearest pal'alld to colonization in South Tasmania is that 
described by Pyefinch (lH48) who found that no lllteJ'-speriJic competition existed, 
(h) Dia,torn Cui oniz((,tion 
During the winter of 1£148 a diatom growth appeared on tIw shores of the 
Derwent Estuary, It was first noted on the shore on 12th June, IH48, when it 
appeared quite suddenly, By the 26th of .Tunc it was very plentiful in pools and 
on stones in the lower tidal al'eas, The diatoms fOJ'med filamentous growths on 
the shore in patches up to 12 square feet in a]'ea, Most of the diatoms were 
ElfBehizonwma, and Me/ogi),(1 sps, Fl'om the evidenee shown on the experimental 
rocks it would appeal' that the life of each aggregation of eolonies is short, 
Jasting only about a week, 
From June until the 20th August the diatom growths increased until most 
of the shore up to the BClnbiciu,/n zone was covered with a brown slime, The 
exposure experieneed by the diatoms at this level was 70 per cent in August, 
During June and July the exposure was 82 per cent and 68 per eel1t l'espectively, 
By the middle of September the diatoms were disappearing, Exposure during-
this month was 83 pel' eent, 
Where the diatoms formed a more ()]' less permanent mat on the shore a 
seeondary algal association appeared, The algae only appeared where there was 
11,0 interval of time separating the death of one diatom colony from the appearance 
of the next, The most common alga to appeal' was Uiv[( !nd:1.wa. and this was 
followed by several small J'ed algae (Gelidi1.un sp,) and some small HOY1nosira" 
ba,nhii, On the extermination of the diatoms in Septembel' the reds and HO)'/nusim 
disappeared very soon aftel'wal'd, but the Uh'(L l'emained for two or more weeks. 
During this time the Ulva beeame bleached, 
The effect of this increase of vegetation em animal life on the shore was not 
very marked, This is probably due to the fact that the change was so short lived. 
There was some increase in the number of Bembicinrn nanwrn while Cmninellf' 
lineola.ta, was found further up the channels than it n01'mally occurs, The latter 
speeies, from observations in aquarium tanks, does not willingly leave water. 
Then' was no apparent ehangein the number of harnacles on the shore, 
The 1'eason fm' the appearance of the diatoms is not at all dear. They 
appeared during the most l'igoro'us months of the year and when the exposure 
to which they were subjected was above 80 per eent, Insolation was most 
deleterious in its effect on the diatoms, During a warm sunny day at Kingston 
the sun-exposed roeks wen; rapidly de/ned of diatoms whereas the shaded rocks 
werl' still coated with trlP slime, Reeolonization was very rapid either fl'om 
othel' stock Ol' by l'egenel'ation of the old material. 
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The disappearance of' the diatoms might be conelated with an increase in the 
number of' sun hours and a wal'ming up of' sea and air temperatures. 
There was no similar growth during the winter of' 1949. 
SUMMARY 
In this paper the genel'al status of' marine eeology in Australia is discussed 
and the literature reviewed. The physical environment in South Tasmania L, 
described in detail, the tides receiving particular attention. As a result of this 
treatment it is shown that July, Deeember and January are critical months for 
shore animals. This is verified by some experiments caniee! out on the colonization 
of hare rocks. The zonation is examined in the Blackman's Bay area and 
compared as far as possible with that in other parts of A ustralia. A factor for 
comparing the intensity of wave action is given, also a spray intensity factor. 
The colonization of rocks is shown to depend on a number of factors, mainly sun 
and wave exposure and the relation of spatfalls to the critical months. An 
evanescent diatom colonization of the shore is described. 
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PLATE I 
FHl. 1.-- The barnacles at the s€"Hvard end uf 'Trall,"3h't 1 The Ua1eolario tubes can be seen at the 
bottom of the photograph. The- scale is nnE' fnut in leng,th. 
FIG. ~.' -Transect ;3. Pel'ameles Bay, at a 'hig-h llJgh' tid(~. 
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FIG. 1 
FIG. 2 
PLATE Il 
F'IG. L --The mu;-;sel bed::; at the end uf T.tanseet l. The secnveed is Macrocy&ti.s, 
Fw. 2.--'I"ransect l, B1aekman'z.< Bay_ The dark line at the s-eavvard (;nd. of the t.ranse·et is the 
!1JUSSfd beds. 
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